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on the
YES. Homelese Network volunteers paint rocks with children living

South Spit near Loleta. From left, Jen Robinson, a child development senior,
Teresa, 8, Rebecca, 10, Tim, 7, and Shenna Nation, an art senior.
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volunteers play with the children and try to educate them. They stressed that

many of the people living on the South Spit and adjacent areas do not
insteed.
houseless s
homeless, butlve
consider themse

The homeless are the first to suffer when weather turns cold. A rough economy and high rate of
unemployment have put many people on the streets. The Lumberjack investigates community
programs aimed at providing for the needy and local government efforts to combat this problem.

Stories begin on page 3.
AnGry STUDENTS
Associated Students passes a

resolution demanding HSU
President Alistair McCrone
increase the role of students in

plans for the charter campus.

~~ Parnrut MEMORIES
A middle-aged woman confronts
her past in an attempt to move on
with her life in “Taking Leave,” a
nontraditional play beginning

Thursday in Gist Hall Theatre.
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&@ Students and members of the community will sleep
under the stars Sunday in an effort to raise conscious-

ness of the homeless
in the county. F
3.
@ Mo’ money — HSU President Alistair
Ie
to receive an increase in his housing allowance
from the CSU Board of Trustees today. Page 7.
@ Plece of mind — student health insurance
got you
. down? We wade through the options. Page 8. ,
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@ Helping hand — The Arcata Food Endeavor fights
hunger among the
. Page 13.
:

@ The Arcata Chy Counell decks
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ordinance against bare breasts. Page 16.

Science
said...experience the best today.

—_ Guarantecd To Keep You Dry’
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@ David Lindley “takes off his romeos” Tuesday night

in Van Duzer Theatre. Page 26.
& Northem exposure — Alaska-based Naa Kehidi Theater Group migrates to campus Saturday. Page 27.
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“On the brink’ trech froms escond place finish at the
western regional, the men's cross country team le poleed

to make a run at the national championship. Page 29.

Opinion/ Editorial
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@ Town meeting — The Lumberjack
dents to attend conference with administrators.

stu32.

@ Can't get no education — public schools can capture

the minds of students with hi-tech tools. Page 33.
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@ HSU’s Youth Educational Services’ Homeless

Network will sponsor campus events in conjunction

.,

ter

und
Wh
mech alone
in Humboldt County and overall,” said

Jen Robinson, director of the Y.E.S. Homeless Network.
Robinson said she wants people to be

aware that anyone can be homeless.
The campus sleep-out will be held
Monday on the lawn outside The Depot,
on the north side of Nelson Hall.
Events are scheduled from 7 to 10 p.m.
and will include speakers, music
and an
microphone.A potluck dinner
and
break Ce te cored 1 all paste

"Rees

participants

found the

less are

In order to change the

events for the week.

and fears

get help.
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Endeavor
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a Rebecca, 10, shows Youth Educational
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New method needed to define

Fine arts contest

charter campus, A.S. resolves

Just a reminder
All you artists keep sending

your art in.

The

is still proud

to present the return of its fine
arts contest.

Butjust because it’s a new year

Tisvadvetitntneatsecle
arestilla
lines:

© Thecontest
is limited toHSU
students,
full or part time.
e All submissions
must be in
The
s Letters
to the
Editor box
Hall East
re
¢ Short-short stories must be
1,000 words or less,

writ-

ten and double s
. Include
your name and a phone number

onacover
sheet (Name must not

appear on story). If The Lumber-

ch oafgeeod ke nrag pubtion, it can’t include ees
can be free form,
but
must be limited to 35 lines or less
and also have information on a
core yee
must
be black
ssid ida Pictlan cans We ection

or art, portraits or pointless; it’s
to

you.

"" ° NoSee

published

wade work under consideration. (Simultaneous submis-

sions to Toyon or the Raymond
Carver contest
A board of
tors and staff
Ts entries.
ur

University President Alistair McCrone

how he would define a charter

divided the campus into seven parts,
which will elect “scribes” to define idea.

MECrone has divided thecam-

Associated Students passed a
resolution Monday
University President Alistair
McCrone’s method of defining
“charter campus”
le.
The

charter campus

into seven

being entangled in the bureaucracy,”
said
William
Herbrechtsmeier of the charter
campus idea. Herbrechtsmeier
is a religious studies assistant
professor and member of the
study group.
The group
reported to

By Frank Mina

idea,

McCronethattheideawasworth

are OK.)
Lumberjack ediwill screen and

which was pro pused by California State Uhrvertey Chancellor
Barry
feiecas in

chance to show

meantto al- “Right now we are on tercampus.

onal and gain the praises

lonscorn) of the campus.

ee
Campus cost

to all,

ame
ot
ee
unless we brushesto

Laz Obgeethe TeSponsibility.”
ai
-

and

—-

815 J Street, Arcata (behind the Co-op)

822-8331

:

chewses

Taunre

Charter Campus Student Coordinator

campus

eh

cot

at FortOrd as
charter campuses.
“In general, the charter cam-

with members of the
group and others interested in
the concept.

wned from second-

Cassandra Teurfs, charter
ane student coordinator, at-

pus idea

Salt & freshwater
tackle
Rod blanks & building components
Fly fishing tackle & Accessories Rod & reel repair
Fly tying tools & materials
Fly tying classes
World-wide
fishing adventures
Books, T-shirts, videos
& more
Guide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northern Calif. rivers

a scribe will be
elected to gather the ideas from
those
le in the specific
group.
enue tae would
compile
information
into one
for McCrone.
A.S.’s resolution
states “PresidentMcCrone has
edon
a course that has excluded a
broad section of the university

ary
coaked s, allowing campuses
to have greater autonomy. The
idea keeps the campuses from

d the meeting and said
McCrone had already decided

“Higher education is part of a

system,”
she stated. “This
larger system has changed
substantially already and higher
education is based on an outmoded view that is no |

relevant to the global economy.
“Rightnow weareon the track

which concentrates on freedom
from regulations. This freedom
will come at cost to all, unless

we get on the right track and

recognize our responsibility,”
“President McCrone has been
calling the shots. There is nothing democratic about this process.”
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eOnly 3 blocks from H.S.U.

eFree Cable T.V.
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anothercomputer error,but then
I read it again
and realized, holy
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Theorist to discuss

cow,
it is me,” Miller said ina WoOrld-system view
press release. “Then a warm

glow set in.”

Miller was

presented

the

work

to hold registration

1976,

choveography ind

at HSU since

more than 200 instructors for his

excellence
in teaching, research
and writing skills, as well
as his
service to the
and
the profession of ind
technology.
- “At first I thought it was just

of

at 1 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room.

e

The HSU Institute
for PrepaMusic Studies will hold
registration
for its winter music
term Saturday,
Nov. 20 from 9
a.m.
to noon.
willbein
the new music

was chosen from

of the University

Nc.

HSU industrial technology
Professor Donald Miller was
awarded the
Professor Award for the
Regionof the National Association of Industrial Technology. A
full-time

Gunder

ps

Prep. music studies
for

Frank

Andre

Courses in

rhythms,

nmusicand

rt are available.

Other courses offered include
pe merging
classes,
and privatelessonsinall
instruments.
is available
More information
at 826-0069 or 826-4822.

town

—

ting
~

touseguidelines

award
at NAIT’s national convention in Raleigh-Durham,

award

Professor

ee

HSU’s first town meeting will
beheld tomorrow from3:30to5.

phen will discuss. his

we

World-system theory tomorrow

¢ If others
are waiting to speak,
has Sos Shun to

e the statement follow-

ingcomments from the responne ° The speddiil chs

wiore

thah once if there is no one else

Students, faculty and staff who
wish to
at the meeting

Tacmameesee.

cmpceraaina

~<.

the

5

waiting

tospeak
who has not

peal”
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raises

a history of at least 5000
;
The guidelines are:
funds
from grants
debunling the previous ballet
° Speakers have a maximum
of a Eurocentric
view of a500- of two minutes
to speak.
The HSU Foundation was
year existence.
¢ The moderator
will recog- awarded
a record number of
. Frank’s theoretical premises _ nize all
tsand contracts
for the 1992deal with the processof
capital
e Each speaker, ——fiscal year. The combined
toaccumulationas
the motor
nial hagiivaaitoegmiewh
tal is $5.4 million,
the highest
of history, characteristics ofthe
out interruption.
amount of funding in the
world system, alternation of
¢ Questions will be directed to
tion’s history.
hegemony and rivalry and

specific

le. Respondents

ames

of the economic

will also

ven an initialtwo

foundation’s

Frank will be flying in from

Baltimore, Md., where he has
been a guest at Johns Hopkins
University.
The sociology and the political science departments are

minuteswi

vod snag

_anextensiontofive minutes.
extension will be granted atthe
discretion of the moderator.
; gabon aw an aabshonal
the speaker has an additional

sponsoring the event.

stated ina

Hamby,

the

manager,

release that the

tions bid on 145 academic research and activity
ee,

stated
the grants are
sought by other

two minutes.
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Corner

How are the reactions to a
beautiful sunrise and Industrial

Technology similar?

of H &

|Z,
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18th

e Arcata

e
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If you know they are happening,
erPmtti orm emo ey = ow igre

ustrial Technology is happening!
IT has emerged
_ from three years of strenuous review
“a8 a program at HSU. - »

with a. superior curriculum ®

ee

\ RISE 70 SEE mr!

eee

MITKAS

é
,
:
and a resolve
to arouse your awareness".
‘of career ee
anda.

IT may be the dawn of a new direction
For more information contact Denis Potter, chairman, Industrial Technology
206B Jenkins
Hall or (707) 826-3750

622-1512 « 1811 G Street « Arcata
asada tttidiialbiinins
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The world in pieces

Above, history junior Jennifer Waits, left,
and special major junior Cassandra Teurts
discuss the Guangxi province on the map
of China. Geography senior Perry Zelbak,

right, works on the map which displayed

in the Kate Buchanan Room as part of
Geography Awareness week. The week-

long event begins Monday with a speech

and slide show on China in Founders Hall

111 at 7 p.m.. On Tuesday, the HSU
Georgr
Society will
aph
presenta
ic
speech

and slide show on, “Upper Egypt: Hotbed
of islamic Fundamentali
in Founders
sm”
Hall 168 at 7 p.m.

Geography Junior Jenifer Naccarato reads maps of the north pole.
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Add a little class to your semester,
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Crawl out from under your workload and join
the University Singers on November 14 for an

evening of music, fun and, yes, even culture.

Be swept into a seat in HSU’s John Van Duzer
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$33

Bas

Theatre by the Humboldt Chorale, a perfect blend

of 150 local residents and HSU students. Then let
the University Singers, 62 of Humboldt State's

finest voices, give you an excuse to forget your

studies and semester woes.

°
CALL FREE
T Days « Wook, 24 Hours

@ Day

1-800-374-2030
DEPT. T 890

Ob00

TOUR

CoROtt

Cale

Ctaor

visa s OF

The Fall Concert begins at 8 p.m. $2 for
students, $4 for general admission.

The Humboldt Chorale & University Singers
You'll leaveon a high note.

Open 7 Days A Wee
+ (707)
k 444-9713

1ax....
16X20
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Legislature,
CSU presi-

match those of comparable in-'
stitutions.

The raises are determined by
the California Postsecondary

eat
housing costs for universi
Rachael ‘iin
Slinker, director of

residences for fund-r

university affairs, said the

-

ate

California
State University leresentatives
are loo
eur
bated pa
is committin eae
ing HSU a fee based on thenew
approved stormwater ieieamn
ordinance.
“There is doubt in the
university’s

mind

... as to

@ Arcata City Council passes
stormwater ordinance. Page 18.

whether or not the fee is legal,”
said Ken Combs, director of
Physical Services for HSU.
Combs spoke at the City
Council’s
Wednesday meeting
regarding HSU’s position in relation to the fee.
“As the university’s equivalent to (the city’s) Public Works
director, I understand and am
very sympathetic with the basic
problem that the city faces,” that
of a deteriorating drainage system coupled with diminishing
funding sources, Combs said.

in factis faced
tsame

i“ solutions j
said while the city’s
cky’s yall
wantate acme ine
is a “sound strategy,” it would
be a drain on
"s “already
overextended budget.”
“It’sanunanticipated cost that
further reduces our abilityto
serve students,” Combs said.
Combs said his department
estimated that the assessment to
the university will be about

See Trustees,
page 9

-@ A Redwood Hall
resident's
car was broken

Saeed
staff
parking lot
nesday.

will ultimately be affected,” he.

A compact dior placper
and two compact discs

said.
Combs said his d
has consulted with its

were stolen.
The value of

the items was not given.

counsel at CSU headquarters in

@ A Cypress Hall resi-

to whether or not one

dent r

, such as the city,

assess a fee on any

$17,000 for the first year.
student

enrolled at Humboldt

termined that such a fee is in
violation of state law.

State

that we will have to find

“Thave referred two case cita-

somewhere else in our budget,”

ed someone

had stolen
a wallet and
$130 in cash from the

blic a

Combs said there may bea
legal precedence which has de-

“This equates to about $3 per

er
An naihe ’ speakers
and about 50 compact
discs
worth $980 were stolen.

“alee this $17,000 comes
from, it will be the students that

yeh

et Otel
et le
al
—
eo
oe
er

@ Also between Tuesdayand Wednesday,aCypress Hill resident’s car
was broken
into on Sunset

ingto diminish our capacityto
provide
ee
education for

es

pment,
a car
cassette tapes

‘

Services, says he doubts whether the
City’s fee is legal.

Combs said. “We are

By Teri Camiceili

es

awucle

Stereo

phone

worth $775 were stolen.

HSU questions legality of Arcata ordinances
aan

OS
“

into on Sunset Court.

Searmaniatar drainage maintenance fee
@ Ken Combs, director of Physical

OEE

potscange se |
a Sunset
resident's car was broken

PO

night and

to have
“ena allowances,”
Slinker said.
He said
in the CSU
and universities across the nation routinely
use their

NE”

of the CSU
school year

ange

presidents to

Tuesday

ee

allowances.

of

the

CSU system
give primary
sideration rh pel seo she

@ Between

aga

make

CSU

ap- - Jems and recommends

to raise
the com-

emeanaes
gis isanappre
wean eatee
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seach taidlies wnceer arm:

202

discuss

the trustees
sad cachet

proveda

live in and if housing is already
available.

3
nec addition, the tui
adopted an Executive Compen-

area in which thay lve
ay he iy ‘as’ asia

mined based on the area they

2

ing at CSU Long Beach today to
Pl

wadiain

president’s allowance is deter-

te

The California State Univerpos apart hs cone hme

ere
system was

to

ee

Oy Terese Be

a

cS

of Trustees are meeting today to discuss
the CSU presidents’ housing allowance.

the

at

_ Education Committee that found

Ne ae

_ @ The California State University Board

?

Housing allowance to be finalized today
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aoe
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resident’s room Monday.

— David Link

See Combs, page 9

he said. “Obviously, this is go-

iL]
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Town
Meeting

|

Ask about Holiday
Greeting Cards
from your photos.

DATE: Thursday, November 11, 1993
TIME: 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East

NORTH

Cappuccino :
3
Humboldt Bay

TOWN

O880046
TX TLARR

9999960005898

AAA

edd
tte dette del

_ Coffee Company

ie

118059"

The President and members of the Executive Committee,
the President of the General Faculty, and the President

of the Associated Students will be available to respond to
questions
and hear your ideas.
Do you have thoughts or questions regarding the Charter
Campus? What is the likelihood of a 24% fee increase and
how might such an increase affect you? Does the three-year
baccalaureate degree have a role to play at HSU? Is the Night
Parking Permit system working? These are the types of issues
which will be discussed. This first Town Meeting is open to

all members of the HSU community to express ideas, share
concems, ask questions, and dialogue about issues facing the

ation

Two For One

sata

“Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm
Saturday
9:30 am to Spm
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Club pokes fun at extremities of political correctness
@ With tongue-in-cheek, the Young
Americans for the Advancement of Rich
People try not to be too politically correct.
YAARP,” said Downs, a psy-

chology senior. “We recycle. I’m
ting owe to
open
aSora
Gey
to.
open
letter. “Dear madam or sir,”

"She said YAARP members are
liberals at heart who feel the political correctness
at HSU “getsa
little extreme.”
"
I’m a feminist, I
ee

“dear sir or madam,” and even
“dear sir” were dismissed
as too
politically correct. Finally, the
group settled on just plain
said.
dear.”
“It is a release,” she said. “It’s
Young Americans for the Adfun to get dressed up and go out
vancement
of Rich People is very Bhd cys Bade
dig ose
concerned with avoiding any
to
completely devil’s advosemblance of political correct- cate and joke
about whatwe ourness. However, YAARP memselves believe in.”
bers are even more concerned
YAARP ce
“
about themselves.
years
as an alternative clu
“The upper class of the United
on compue by the very liberal,
States is very oppressed,” said
then-Skipper
Mark Mueller, who
financial engineering senior
has since graduated. He was reMichael Lee at a recent YAARP
placed, as
by the club
cusneen eliniahoene# Wancdodilibenes:
meeting, where po
a apconstitution, in a hostile takeMembers
of the Young Americans
for the Advancement
of Rich People display their favorite
peared sporting
briefcases and
over which involved binding commodi
— money.
ty
From
left,
Hawley
Downs
YAARP
skipper;
,
Jo-Dee Chavez,
art history
ties. “We need tomake it known
him to a chair with ropes and junior; Alex Aimodova, undeclared junior;
and
Scott
Whipple,
art
junior.
that we are out here and we will having him
sh controlin
run this country.”
triplicate.
All YAARP officersare |
The club is chartered by the
“We're not out to incite any
be firmly noncommital,”
Later, out of character,
se
ted.
Clubs Coordinating Council,
hate,” Downs said. “We're makYAARP does plan a bake sale on
YAARP Skipper (not President)
YARRP was modeled loosely
complete witha
ty sponsor
ing fun of hypocrisy and we're
the Art Quad soon, which was
re
Downs eee known
aftera club at UC Berkeley
called
and club mailbox — when the velng h
itical. tf someone
arranged at the last
ub’s antics are all tongueLadies
Womyn. Theclub
club’s name isn’t allegedly be- says they’re going to do someSipping tea at the Plaza Grill
in-cheek.
had similar goals to those of ing taken down by rivals.
thing and doesn’t do it, well, so at Jacoby Storehouse, Downs
“You would never meet any
YAARP — poking fun where
(YAARP has designated a minwhat? It’s YAARP.”
suggested giving out free soap
of these people outside of the
members feel political correctister of neo-Marxist activity to
Although the club’s constitugroup and expect they were in
ness goes overboard.
investigate these activities).
tion states, “Whenever possible,
See YAARP, page 10
ce

te
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Homeless, Hunger Week || Y.E.S.
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By Tanja Elliot
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t American
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great hope for the week would be for

situation),” Robinson

to educate and
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‘ie
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Events

"_¢

ae

on at HSU for The National

Homeless and

Week are:

The Great American Sleep-out from 7to |

10 p.m. Monday, including’ speakers, music

+ Art by homeles

adults and cRidren

will hold d

ef and

for homeless people

el

an art show by homeless adults and

children.
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ee

;

ced to

on What tee see

at ya

with the homeless,” MacGregor said.

“We should remai
open to hearing
n
Der

involved
with other projects, such as

distri

art

to children

who live on the

ee

"Fiesty

ty

food

of the Arcata
Food En-
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ee anid

alk lis

Y.E.S. Homeless Network and earn
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.

“ay

wil be on diplay in the Library all
ae

ee

on gage
Sm
one unit by attending its Tu
have a greater understandingas
to ‘meet
ings
from7 to8
p.m at the Y.
pl people are homeless and ene House and volunteering time for

S

Combs—:

® Aninformation
table in the Art Quad will beset up to inform peopleand
take

eae

the National Home-

on homelessness, a supplies
drive and

melessness

ipa

at the Y.ES.

The Homeless Network has been

less and Hunger Week include videos

ph oe
oa Be BY oe
th videos onhomelessness

ine eas hone Se
ee ioe
Commons from 7 to 10 p.m., Friday.

haa

Othere
vents
the HomelessNetwork

ioc

an open microphone with a performance
by Del’ Arte students.
¢ A National Fast from sunrise tosunset Thursday’
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no matterwhat status,” she sai

ioe

:

f

pt
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ee,

“I hope people. acknowledge
each all sides.”

iniiiiaiaiaiieeaniainiiaes

to families and children when they are i
in cars?

said. “It is hard to look at.”
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canned fod andar
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“Tehinké
padplebtot
look ajay this their
anibeadde wind
(the homeless

about
the lack of housing,” said Joy Hardin; director of Youth Educationallearn
Services.

eeeary

of hunger in our society,"

she said.

involved and educated on the homeless situation
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ened

. Howse:

ned ner

fnowledge

The slesp-out and other events during the week are designed to bring people
"get them

here
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there is plenty of food in the world tos
|. feed the existing human population,”
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projects. More information is avail-
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another, regardless of
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the outcomeof
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YAARP
© Continued
from page 8
with each

purchase

of a

“so thathe
god,
baked
t un
masses could
wai daaaiatiena?
Club ‘member Scott

Whipple, an art junior

(and also, he claimed,
owner of a
hotel)
can
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times offers matching’|
funds if a club wants ‘to
invite a

to

HSU, at pots
ta

ang

cided to raise money forthe ultra-conservative
ae
ee
supports the ideas

thatwe have,” said Jo-Dee
a
peenacia anal

id

FLEECE DEALS!

:

warm, fuzzy and

)

practical...sale

-

Great looks, soft,

Gauaianaehinseneis

has is to be superior and

dishonest
at all times, and
when Chavez leaves the
table for a few minutes,
the other members imune-

priced Rom $49.

KAYAKS! KAYAKS!

KAYAKS!
| Why buy a used boat

when all new boats

are just $595!

about
poatvapiinarae®
YAARP members are
hypocritical (first

peo

ae

ter

Bus

denouncing

gov-

Nese establishments),
but they know it.
At a YAARP
members can denounce
tipping of waiters and
Waitressesasa practice (“If
they expect to have more
money, they should requestitfrom their
joyers,” Downssaid.)

HIKING BOOT CLEARANCE! !
Hundreds of boots marked down

We have the largest

selection and best

lightweight trail and Gore-Tex

[i

prices in all of

models. Clarion IIs sale priced from $57!

|

Northwestern

Hi-Tec Sierra Lites

reg. 850 SALE $39

earing

TECNICA

Downs said, “I am one of
the unwashed masses. But
once a week I can joke

YAARP, while remain-.

|

=.

but still

about it.”

RAIN GEAR!

Up to 25% OFF...including

. leave an adequate gratuity in the end.
Later, the out-of-char“acter, blue

oe

Leather Kodiaks —
_

reg. 889 SALE $59

ing firmly noncommittal,

meets Thursdays

at the Plaza

at7p.m.

Grill in the

Jacoby Storehouse.

The en

states YAARP-is opento

“any petson who is rich,
hasrich parents, gives the
impression of being rich,
aspires tobe rich or whois
enrolled as a student at
HSU.”
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and
recyclable

Monday - Saturday 9:30am - 7pm « Sunday 10am - 5pm

Limi
To Stock
te
On d
Hand §=— Sth & Commercial, Eureka «* 445-1711 » Open 7 Days A Week

The Surgeon General _— determined
that reading The Lumberjack can
NOT be hazardous to your health.

Homeless family tries to get back «on its feet
A local family telis its
Story of day to day life
with
a home,
buttwith
ou
ee

“I don’t see how anyone can get off the
- street,
It’s too

Their children were “anxious”in the

todieuteacheveningbecrssofolck
facilities.
teed then moved from

prem

hotel rooms tothe vastness ofthe beach

neacanine

tai

ake

they’d find themselves

“home,” not

and oir oiisen homeless.
he
adder A ta
ce
rent money in August, Laura,

family’s
y’

Randy, 29, and their three children,
11 to 15, found themselves livingin
tels, on the beach and in their car.
“The kids didn’t handle it too well and
didn’t

“Or where their meals

would

come from,”

and

sta

yed

at his

that they

wanted him to come

f=

from night to night.”

P plight,
g

to deal with the

When Lear and Randy found’ out

know

where we would stay

wanting

where he was and

were moody all the time,” Laura said.

“They

While they were living on the beach,

their 15-year-old son ran away from

neat

o

00

, their son’s

ane

tian

Rand

snove
‘tent.

girlfriend’ s mother had a different view.

“She said that I didn’t deserve
to bea
mother because I didn’t
havea
home for my chil_ to live pg

AO

tune

in Humboldt County for

t over $800 in

allowed them to
the seats of thelr car into a

és AO

After li

but subsequently

.

IE
ee

By Dewn Hobbs

Wee

omelessness living this uncertain existence, Laura, Randy
and the children finally got into Arcata
Their son rejoined his
y after three
House, the city’s only shelter.
weeks, just in time for the trip to Eureka.
The six-bed facility serves asa transiJee
cee
cote
tional
which instructs people
re
Laas
on how to look for housing and jobs while
ept in an empty
be-providing them with shelter and coun-

celudilintageniee

“Just being in this shelter has given us

thestability
to look foremployment, housing and get our car
, Laura said.

gn

and Randy

have 60 days from

pod ig of Oct. a

find

stguamsadtamarant
0

Aid for

t

ent

‘the famil
with

so

eile

Dependent

:

Their children weren't in hast during these two months because “we didn’t
havea home base to send them to school,”
Laura said.
“This whole
was too hardon

—

them,” Randy said. “They weren't used
to not tiaving: showers or beds.

“Itreally
hit them hard,” hesaid. “They

-

dren grant, Randy usually works in construction and Laura does anything from
houses
to office work. —
shelters
like this,” Laura said,

were scared. They were
, too, because they didn’t have any of their
friends.”

The social
kept Laura and

of
homeless
y, as well as their

‘

Laura, Randy and thelr three children are living in Arcata's only shelter for the

' See Family, page13

eer

Board of Supervisors rejects shelter
County official asks for more Jeadership, cooperation
w Supervisors -

LORE COND.

Assem- to approve thesite. the First
site, the su- _ Social Services Director

In

bly of

an
‘catal
erecta on were
pe fororNg were
NG

about the Eureka
9
°

Sect asa
Sth
t

Transitional

winter.

Rescue Mission's

:

ane

inhii

The

ence

process of pur-

chasii

fee

Bath

the.

building,

m

John

which is slated

for demolition.

Theboard decided

Sen.

three-month

eoareructee
bring

building up to

codes.

Also;

™

the

gested the cred bate
sider the Waterbed
fing
welsseere

rp
oe

ai

a better

map

MIG we tant ta
ani
solution, we dig ourselves
deeper
a oman

erohip a tls point
Supervisor Valle Pulkersoa |

INSIDE
A WEEK’S WORTH:
The county recognizes

National Homeless and
Page 3
Hunger Week.
SCHEDULE:
A list of
events
for the week.
Page9
SERVICES:
Where the

hungry
and homeless

the,

can

7

Endeavor
lends a hand —

-andaboxofhope.

12

Page13

NEW HOPE: Assistance
for veterans will soon be
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Services provide help for homeless, hungry people
@ The Arcata House, the
Eureka Rescue Mission

and the Food Endeavor
ease the burden.

ple

array of services for homeless
may seem like overkill to some,

statisticsindicateit’s
war-

ranted,
to the
county’s homeless coor- [7

dinator.
Last year in Humboldt
County, 20 mentally ill
homeless people died of
illnesses, injuriesand suicide, said County Home-

Athocpan

ditectotet the Arcata

House, gives priority to homeless families and the elderly.
Anderson
families
need more
shelter, the maxi‘than
60 days.
She helps
mum stay

and visitsmon
find permanent
for six months afterwards to help wit
decisions
and housing
eel certinte rind
atime. Anderson can be reached
mornings at 822-5008.

eae

we kday

ureka Rescue
Mission, 110 Second St., -

Hocncleeness

of homeless

by women fleeing

domestic violence.

providesshelter formen,
‘women and children.
People who stay there
are required to attend a

religious service (443-4551).
dis-

some help to get
” she said.

themselves back into
She also said 50roe

families are head

ide

Other services for
homeless and low income
le include:

_less Coordinator Bonnie
Ma
“Pi com with mental and —

abilities really need to

For thatreason, thelocation ofan Arcata
shelter is
secret.

© Humboldt Women for Shelter issues
motel vouchers for battered women and

their children. Vouchers are usually issued for two to five days, dependent

See Services, page 14

TERI CARNICELLVTHE LUMBERJACK

The St. Vincent
hot meal program provid
free food
es
from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. dally
to all who come to the Old Town kitchen, regardie
of income.
ss

Shelter: condemned building could be winter solution
© Continued from page 11
vouchers is issued to General
Relief recipients each month. A
homeless shelter would save
much of this money, the supervisors said.
“I think that people should be
angry about the kind of money
that we are wasting,” Fulkerson
said.
Eureka resident Shayna Geiger expressed disappointmentat
the rejection of another site.
“It’s always going to be in
somebody’sbackyard,” shesaid.
“We need to find something.”

Geiger, confinedto a wheel- Rescue Mission to obtain a conchair, said she spent three ditional use permit
for their new
months in the T Street shelter Transitional Housing Program.
last winter before finding hous- - The project’s purpose
is to
ing.
Honan
oiiiaite Touran to
The supervisors voted to keep
low-income families that are
searching for a location for a working to better themselves
permanent shelter, re-openin
through job training and
the bidding process which
higher education.
yielded the church.
Neighborsand residents of the
Next week they will consider Spruce Point Trailer Park, which
declaring
a state of eme
A was purchased by the mission
which "oad allow feta ie for
the project, requested that
move more quickly if a tempothe board require the mission to
rary site is selected.
obtain the permitand go through
Also at the meeting, the board
a public hearing process.
voted not to require the Eureka
Don Davenport,a nearby resi-

dent, said a conditional use permit should be required because
the plans constitute a different
use of property than before its
sale.
te
Resident Rachel Marler said
thestockpilingof mattressesina
houseon the property makes her
worry the mission will be running a “flop house.”
Other residents of the park said
they felt harassed and pressured
to sell their trailers and move.
Both accusations were denied
by the Rev. Bill Thomas of the
Rescue Mission, who said the
mattresses are in storage in the

house, and trailers will be acquired for the project
when their
occupants move voluntarily.

. Richard Dra

doke

for his

family, which is enrolled in the
program. He said it gave them
“a fresh start” after losing everything
when hebecameill with
can cer.
Although the board decided
that the mission’s plans for the
property do not constitute a
change of use, members said
they wished Thomas had made
more of an effort to communicate with surrounding residents
and those of the park.
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A little box of help — and hope
@ The Arcata Food
ee eee
ee

Endeavor gives
monthly
for six months.

Project Director
son estimates a f

Andergets $30

et

food to those with
an income below

ee
ge
re
bee

_ the poverty line.
: ‘

ee

worth
of food each
visit.
In September, sin
Oe
snd eB hanthes Wan
1874
individuals — recei
food

boxes. Of these, 160 were homeless and

loose pennies

are

eemaned. — and some people

go hungry.

Once a month people with

low incomes can receive a box
of basic foods from the Arcata
Food
En-

|
sources. |
The Eureka Food Bank, which
distributes
food from the USDA,
supplies
the
project with
a vari-

ety of foods, from peanut butter

to milk.

Since poverty is considered

deavor, at the
Presbyterian
G

as they wish to

omelessness

|

oo

items, such as

rent,” he said.
Food is distributed on week-

days from 9-11:30 a.m. Only

to

tee

a the donations

3,900 for
The project cibiac

e
goods
aban

from Los Bagels, owned by Denthose with incomes below the - nis Rael.

poverty level are
the
project
serves only
living in the area from
north to Orick and east

le, and
people
Arcata,
to Wil-

The program also feed: s transient homeless people, but everyone is required to sign in to
prevent double-dipping with

waste, Rael said he has contrib-

uted to various food programs
since opening Los
Ss.

QONRISE HERBS

Some contributorsdon’t want

their patrons to know they do-

~
>

benefit from the Endeavor.

:

nate food.
kets to help ease hunger.
“There are some segmentsof § The yearly baskets evolved
the population that think giving intoa daily effort, which thedeafood to people causes a prob- cons still take part in called the

lem,” Anderson said.

Arcata Food Endeavor.

Buttherehasalwaysbeenpov_—Informationondonating items
erty,
she said, and 15 years ago or volunteering
for work can be

deacons of the church began

passing out Christmas
food bas-

obtained from Anderson on
weekday mornings at 822-5008.

ELLE

IE

LOD

Spices
& Teas

SOE

H

™

ungry
people out there who
can’tatterd ; by food,” he said.
For that reason and to reduce

food. Jim, above, and his wife Asila are some of the people who

ait a
LENE iy
-

a

Zy

‘ “1 think vor there are a lot =

The Arcata Food Endeavor, located in the back of the
Presbyterian Church on G Street, passes out free boxes of

>

my

ee

wage, “barely enough to pay

ies.
a

stores,
baker-

eo

nated from local
restaurants, farms

ee

ago.

Sanchez works for minimum

404,

Anderson estimates $10,000-

a-month worth of food is do-

‘

ing for us,” said Eddie Sanchez,
an HSU student
who started getting food there a few months

ee

redo-

~~

t

foods with the money, including
oats, rice, macaroni, split peas
and pinto beans.

to

“lappreciate

ss

ee

set out when Seiad

epee

produce,do
uts, bread, bagels and buttermilk, which are

Me

certain

tts: Masta

get

the
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency pro-

and

Ye

Hos:

return as often

me

on

ee

Church

Street. They can

i

empty,

transient

>

on

Gas tanks are

were

Onegin

Those last days of the month
are the eee

123

14
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Homeless vets will have help with housing, jobs
@ The one-year pilot

Ne

project is funded by a
$120,000 grant.

erans and their families from Willits
and

program would serve homeless vet-

SO

ee

housing through shel
ters that have already

been established in
thearea
and skillsthat

Homeless
veterans will soon have ac-

Project,

vsaon papules sabebeana wi open Tendiaey

projects scheduled to open
rite
je
find by 12080
oven

by te

eee

Developer
Bill Henry.
“Our
is to

TOMGERIAGK STAFF

Act federal grant ad

permanent housing

a

will allow veterans to
employmentand
ecome self-suffiHewiry

cient,” Henry said.

t. Veterans

capableof working can receive assistance
writing, interviewing and
with
thei resume
will deal with barriers
veterans

‘
that

face,
—

who live in the forests and hills of their
own volition.”

“Current statistics indicate that30 per-

cent ofthe homelessare veterans,” Daniels

puathenkinties

homeless
it’sonly fi

from assisto

in
tip

eterans can also rewith

|

Hi. and
omelessness

drug and alcohol abuse
and medical and
“When we talk

tion,
thatthere

=) isa

for benes Daniels,
coordinator.

ceive assistance

ner
a large percentage
of the

problems.
about homeless veter-

can at-

| tract homeless veterans
acer
igo

come productive
mex

Based on wicca
success of the

Program activities
will include outreach, needs assessment

ans, we’renotonly
talking about thehome-

and community
need, the Vietnam Veterans of California could extend program

less that are out on the streets,” Daniels

services
next year.

adj

said. “We're also talking about a large
population
of ‘bush’ veterans in this area,

and mental, physical, and vocational ret and support services.
ee
temporary and

Por indovendeanbva

bl

staff can be reachedat

Man who received aid gives help back to commie
Peace

————

For Zan Ortiz, the Arcata Food.
Endeavor providesnotonly food
butanopportunity tobe
ctive in spite of 2 disability and
past mistakes.
Ortiz, 32, volunteers 20 hours
per weekat the
distributing food, cleaning
upand stacking boxes.
Diabetes
has rendered him legally blind, with no vision in one
eye and 15 percent in the other.
He lives on Social Security.

“T’'vestood
in theselinesalotof
times,” Ortiz said.
ly
gets brought to their knees at one
coat

or

cisco and out into the streets “to

practice alcoholism in its fullest

an-

other.”
- The father of |
two (his chil- [
dren live with f

their mother in
verside)

In 1986,
he moved to San Fran-

ad-

mits his am. |

flower,”
said.

Ortiz

point

came

*The turing

Ho

and

omelessness

cap was only
partof what brought him down.
Ortiz lost his job as a printer
because ofalcoholism,
which also
played a part in his divorce.

three years later
when he went
into a coma because of a combination
of alco-

hol poisoning, dehydration and
diabetes.
Ortiz woke up in a hospital

“That
was where I said, ‘Maybe
Thave a problem,” he said.
Although he had been a member of Alcoholics Anonymous
since the age of 16, the coma finally convinced him not to take
another drink.
Before that, he wasn’t willing
“to make the effort,” he said.
His parents were alcoholics,
and Ortiz was 9 years old when
he took his first drink.
Last March, Ortiz arrived in
Arcata with no
his backpack having been stolen. Helived
at the Arcata House for several

months before finding his own

place.
Child supportand renttakeup
almost all of his Social
—
so Ortiz relieson the
Endeavor

to su

his meals. He also a home-

less
people to his house for
potlucks,
where “the mealsseem
to come

” he said.

In addition to volunteering at
the Food Endeavor,
Ortiz travels
to speak at A.A. conventions
worldwide.
He said these contributions make him feel like “a

worthwhile part of society.”

Kimono robe generously sized
in thick all-cotton terry that is
. unbleached, undyed, and
, Chemical free. Made in U.S.A.

oO

n7 ni a ea
pen 7 nights aw

1031 HSt. Arcata
822-3450

.
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Sleeping in the great outdoors could mean jail time
cial Services is

@ The county has ea

asking
sony faye
Td

legal, free campgrounds.

a building
in Eureka.

“co

“ape dei ondp

make their

demonstraat
neeed
d for cut Gr + minimum of sx months She ton ieteaere
Torese Wiis

Lynne

Arcata City
member,

'

She said the

Canning,

Council
“Arcatais

aee

Technically ieshet
i

sh

tor

or

to sleep
ee =

ampote”Arderon

bition wat

se

and

mel

Anderson
said a com-

,

forte r wine

mittee formed ene

an

100

ee tee
Departsient of So.

oniane,

he

conn

Sree

People who live on the bluff above this

e and there will be food, ras

ers, |
and people there to assist
them in whatever they need, MacGregor

cts

ood

wntstate’
ons
— the Arcata

tried toestablisha

ree

site or shelter
that
people offering the building ae willing hold more
. Efforts failed after
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Studies try to determine what causes, defines ‘homelessness’
A common link is
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No ban on bare breasts
Arcata’s City Council backs away from breast battle
@ Some residents
feel both sides
should meet to try

test for equality. Since then,

to find a solution.

The Council
decided in a 32 vote to deal

of the community. The breasts

the bare breasts have drawn

aren’t

complaints frombusinessown-

.

the issue, she said.

“Thereal issue is that people
feel a loss of

ers,
tourists
and citizens.

Byimapiy
Kevin

with

the issue

by creating a
fy spaces

The Arcata City Council decided not to outlaw uncovered
breasts last Wednesday after a
long and heated debate.
A group of citizens brought
a petition containing 1,500 sig-

an”

instead

a considering
an

ordinance

banning public
nudity.
The plan, according

natures asking the council to

“The real issue

is that people
feel a loss of
control over
our public |
spaces.”

control over
our
public

spaces,”

Can-

ning said.
She ___ cited

other problems,
suchaslittering,
rudeness

and

Councilmember Car! Pellatz
wasoneof the councilmembers
who voted for an ordinance.
“We need to have an anti-

nudity ordinance in this city.
This is the first step to saying
we're not going to tolerate this
anymore,” he said.
Minerva Williams, an Arcata
resident, warned the council

“urinating in
planter boxes,”

against banning bare breasts
because it could be subject to a

that could

lawsuit.

be

solved aes
devel
both sides of

the breast arguLYNNE CANNING
ment.
Lynne
CanArcata City
Larry
ning, would
Councilwoman
- McCain,a pashelp
people
tor at Trinity
share common
Baptist Church in Arcata,
space and “get alo ;
the idea
warned thecouncil tobe ready
Canning
pro
after s
ng with members
for an initiative on the next

pass an ordinance banning
public nudity.
eee
nse to
a group of women
off
their tops to enjoy the sporadic
sunshine on the Plaza.
It started at the North Country Fair in September
as a pro-

ballot if they didn’t take action
against the women.

“You cannot legislate morality,” she said.
Councilmember Lou Blaser
also voted for an ordinance.

He said bare breasts are sexual
in nature and shouldn’t be al-

lowed in public.
“A woman’s bare breasts are
erotic,” Blaser said.

Most of the 19 speakers were
upset with the nudity on the

Plaza.

A few of the speakers
thought it would be
to
have both sides meet to find

an answer.

One of Set
cussions was

of disSupervi-

sor Julie Fulkateon.”

Each side should get together to “talk and resolve”

this peacefully, she said.
Shannon “Smiley” Burrows,
one of the leaders of the “free
your breasts” movement, said she
was encouraged by the idea of a

-

and also felt it would help

g the two sides
Mayor Victor Schaub said he
hoped the discussion at the
meeting would convince the

women to consider their actions without the need for an
ordinance.
“I think we're overtencting
if we enact an ordinance,” he
said.

“Hey, where did Bob
get the money to
7
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@ Incubators foster
growth and

development with
shared facilities
and services.

Tomaso’s Specialty Foods, the
of

works meant a

ce to go into business for

A baker walks
the
halls looking for saniee to
sample his latest batch of stillwarm lemon bread. Business
owners and empl
at the
Foodworks incubator eagerly
volunteer.
In the rough sea of the recent
economy, islands of support
have been surfacing in the
of business incubators, which
foster small business growth and
development
by offering shared
services and facilities.
“Business incubators are a
trend foreconomicdevelo
t
ized
nationally,” said Phil
Ricord,
who
manages
Foodworks,an incubator tucked
away next to.a lumber yard in
Arcata.

He said incubators began 12
or 13 yearsagoon
the East Coast,
and there ar now about vo
across the country,
Ww
focus on food products.
Of the 12 businesses occupying the incubator,
most were al-

ready in operation, “but they

were operating
in less than optimum circumstances,” Ricord
said
Now, Foodworks is at full ca-

pacity,employing 38

greater chance

incubator becauseof the shared
services,” Ricord said.
For Tom Pagano, owner of

oO

By Devanie Anderson

north

“They have a

ot euccess by being locatedin the

with

40 business owners on the waiting list.

“Itjustso happens! was thinking about
my sauces,”
said
» who makes about
14
ucts, including pasta
Sauces, pesto, salsa verde and
hisnew creamy basil garlicranch
dressing.
With the
of two employ-

ces, Pagano cooks, bottle,Ix

bels
delivers the products,
which are carried in stores
ut Humboldt County.
“It’s very efficient
iz here,”
Pagano said. “(Foodworks) has
the benefits of a mall — everything is here. E
is centralized. You can savea lotof time.”
He said it is hard for a food
products
business to find a place
to rent, but since Foodworks is
already zoned for such business
and approved by the Food and
Drug Administration, it is ideal.
“You're here with 10 other
food producers,”
he said. “When
you do things
in a group,a lot
more can get done.”
Walking down the hall,
0 spots Vickie Luick-Hutt
of
Delightful Honey’s, who solicits his help in moving a vat of
fresh honey.
An herbalist and aromatherapist, Luick-Hutt flavors
from a local honey farm
in
Pn
le on
ing}
and
redwood
spice.
“ioc Hust _ she a ‘a
voring honey for herself w
the opportunity at Foodworks

occupying the incubator, located in north
Arcata. “When you do things In a group, a lot
more can get done,” Pagano said, who has
been at Foodworks for more than a year.

came up.
“I had some money to invest
in a business,” she said. “I was
looking for shop space.”
works found a space just
the right size in what
was a storage room.
“Tm really glad to be here,”
she said. “Everyone's
been wonderful.”
When Luick-Hutt travels to
promote her business, she takes

information on the other businesses’ products with her. ©
“We all work together that
way,” she said.
Susan Anderson,ownerofMad
Kitchen, was
saeadaeioutediamainenn
move into Foodworksa
year and
a half ago.
She had been working in a
small kitchen in Bayside, which
wasn’t suiting her needs, when

Open ’til 12:00
Fridays and Saturdays with

Late Night Sushi
Complete Sushi Bar
To Go until midnight.

ea i
2120 4th Street * Eureka, California (707) 444-3318
eee Le

the

opportunity

arose

at

Foodworks.
“It’s a really good development for food processing in
Humboldt County,” said
Anderson, who makes jams in
16 flavors, fruit toppings, pancake and scone mixesand other
ucts.

Ricord said Food works is in-

See Incubator, page 18
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City passes ordinance, residents to pay fe
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@ The newly eae

rs,” he said. “As
ers
or consume
to custom

ag

wna dace

his concernsis that the
l
school district is convoted unaniCounci

nificant saan
between what ha

a=

.

sidered in the same
siaues 4 vs Oeaameaaenien:
area as busirate
feeand
ater
ing the new stormw
butthedistrict
s
nesses,
management plan, despite concern ex-

pressed by local businessownersandedu-

cation
Terry

tatives.

Hofstra, president of the Board of

Trustees for the Arcata School District,spoke
at the council's Wednesday meeting regardBe

tect

eng

re

tre

voor
woman Lynne Canning.
think this council and this staff have
decided that we've got to bite the bullet
and do this.”

drainrequested reportsof thestormwater

he said. “We have no

plays

oo

a different role

ar

its
educating

“Perhaps some
consideration could

ew

oh
Pp
kinds

o

of these %
expenses.

temisbroTERRY HOFSTRA =“ken,”Thesys
Councilman

President, Board of Trustees for

the Arcata School District

?

been budgeted in the
past and what the
city now plans to

end.

Carl Pellatz said.
on now
“The

tin theamount

that we shows Meas present
piper dose oo to
greater prior-

ley Westand resident

he

reception

“Overtime, wedid

last 20 years from
itis wearerunninginadeficit” of$245,000, age maintenance for thePublic
Works.

was met with a tuke-

The Arcata

—*ey in one’ in Va

=<

and business
residents

“These aren't costs that we can passon

stormwater drainage
warm

aeolian

+s alee

ow phewcthaghirt ys Barb

a

system,

betes

think you

tohave

Tour,

and know what the prob-

“We have
can find out
cee
t that we

to have the money before we
what we need to know,” City
nuearaa “It’s very urfind out what state all of this

lems are, before taxing.”

is in.”
Pellatz said if the city has ignored the

problem in the past, itis of no consequence
now.
Blaser said, “We can find fault certainly

with the city
and staff for allowing,
for the
past many years, the system to get into the
condition that it is.
“That doesn’t change where we are
now,” he said.
“We've increased the amountof impere
enc
two.
fer
the
between
meable
surface, we've increased the numdif
big
a
is
_
legally
, such as the city, can
public
em has been that, in the past, . ber of people, we've increased the strain
“The
;
assessa feeon another public
Councilman LouBlasersaidasmuchas _ it hasn't been funded to the level it previ- on the system,” Canning said. “We have
ously was before Prop. 13.” Pellatz said the clearly not kept up with the growth.”
:
he would like to see HSU and the Arcata
city
is
now
“backed
into
a
corner”
regardInregards
to the fee, Canning said, “This
not have to pay the fees, it .
school
ing repairing the drainage system..
is just pro-active, responsible
vior.”
would put that much more of a burden on
—

that some of us have

to that,” he

is, ‘Howmuchlonger
‘
e are concerned about the financial
”
?
t
i
fix
to
s
wait
ns
we
do
Service
io
Physical
of
at
will impose on the Ken Combs, director
that this
implic
tures, Pellatz
expendi
past
eby
chil- for HSU, said he had similar concems to
and therthe
Arcata school district
from _ said that what was spent wasn’t necessarHofstra’s,and thatlegal
dren of this community,” he said.
ld
hou
and there
spent,
have been
_ilywhats
or not one
into
Hofstra said the district, which is com- HSU are

prised of three schools — Sunset Elementary, Bloomfield Elementary

Brae Middle School —

and Sunny

pay $1,505

@ Ken Combs, HSU’s director of Physical
Services, speaks about the fee. Page 7.

Incubator: Foodworks helps small businesses grow
¢ Continued from page 17
tended to “encourage the businesses to grow to their capacity.”
Eventually, the client businesses will purchase and operate the facility themselves as a
cooperative corporation.

Each of the 12 businesses
pays rent by the square foot
(currently
below market value,
but this will gradually increase)
and shares common area ex-

penses. Freezer, refrigerator
and warehouse space can be
rented by the pallet.
Clerical work, bookkeeping
and other services are available at cheaper-than-usual
rates.

In a few weeks a community
kitchen will open for rental on
a short-term basis.
There is also an advisory
board of professionals, which
includes accountants, marketing specialists and attorneys,

available for consultation.
Foodworks operates under
the Arcata Economic Development Corporation, a private, non-profit economic development agency thatadministrates public and private
funds.
The $1.3 million project was
funded in part by a state community development block
grant allocated by the City of
Arcata and federal grants.
The city also donated

LYME DISEASE

$100,000 worth of land for the
incubator.
Volker Hoehne, AEDC’s direct marketing coordinator,
said development of the incubator indicates a turn toward

recognizing the need to diver-

sify as timber becomes a lessdominant industry regionally.
“A little diversification is a
good thing,” Hoehne said. “We
have a lot of the ingredients
that are needed for a successful economic area.”

Hoehne, who is also a busi-

ness administration graduate

student at HSU, recently
helped
put together a catalog
of local food products under
the subsidiary agency, Redwood Gourmet.
He said marketing the food
products in such a way can
“bring in new money and keep
current money in the area.”
“It’s very important to recycleour money here,” Hoehne
said.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Have you been diagnosed with
| Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are yeu between 18-64 years
old
Your participation could aid in

VNCLATMED FREIGHT
Giant Heavy Duty

4-MAN INFLATABLE BOATS
with OUTBOARD MOTORS

our research.
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Please call (707) - 826 - 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
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ona consumer committee advis-

Union School District, as well as

ing the new Humboldt County

“an active member of the
Humboldt
Senior ResourceCen-

Access to Medical Care Com_Peplrom
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is looking for volunteers
to participate in its Road to Recovery

cal needs such a the ery,
disabled, the
ill, the
non-.
speaking, and the

olunteers in this

provide transportaiton for can-

HIV positive are encouraged to

cer patients to and from doctors’

join.
More information is available
at 822-5008.

offices and/or to and from radiation treatments.

The ACS is also looking for
volunteers for its Can Support

Hospital aldes
' TheSt. Joseph Hospital
Auxil-

Program. Former cancer patients

are asked to volunteer
their time

iary has several openings for

ter.

The Thanksgi

deciehepprotnaute sean
40 of which are homebound.
The
luncheon also features music by
Al Sousa and Co.
More information
is available
at 822-0676.
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in wildland areas

to helpsupport
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vc setey a
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until further notice.
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and otheruse
of open fire
has been
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age
retail
merchandise. Patient Courtesy
Cart volunteers are needed to
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ae is available at 442-
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However, restrictions do not

apply to incorporatated cities.
Lloyd Keefer, chief of the

due to the ben implemented
of life,
and natural resources
‘caused
critical fire weather,

dryness of vegetation
and hea

demsclitanink OF fee controh re
sources to Southern California.

High school grads

can get scholarships |
Students planning to pursue a

postsecondary vocational /technical course in a school or college, leading to an associate de-

eligible to compete for a $2,000
grant offered by the Elks National Foundation.
The grants awarded will provide $1,000 for each of two years

program offers free referrals
for
er
toe

programs

ou

out

the

~<— as sales teumatinen
child care.

"More informa tion
is available

at 444-8293,

We're wee ws
Naturally.
What
is a co-op?

It’s worth joining!

A co-op is a business
that

In addition to supporting the
principles of the Co-op, other

is owned and controlled
by the people
who use it.
A co-op's purpose is to
fill the needs
of its’
members. You're
not just
another customer at a co-

benefits of membership include:
e Check cashing

privileges.

© Receive the informative
Co-op's Newsletter.
© 7% dividends on shares
for the past.8 years.
© Receive a 2% discount
investing in the little store, the

Co-op was born. The Co-op has

_-

grown through many changes

over the past 20 years, but
members today still support the
same ideals on which the Co-op
was founded:

(the Arcata and Eureka Co-ops)
began as a “buying
club’. In
1973, a group of HSU students tired of paying high prices for

rice and beans in bulk direct

from suppliers.
They split the
cost and divided the food. This

RINTINS

'

¢ Support
our local economy
by focusing
on locally
grown and produced
foods.
¢ Promoting
a clean world and
_ good health through
organic farming.
@ Reduce waste by providing
foods
in bulk.
@ Provide nutritional
information
for consumers.

It’s easy to Join!
Just pick up an application
at any
register or the customer
service

window, complete
the application
and return it with a minimum
investment
of only $25.
* Fair Share Members only.

Join Us...
and become a part of the memperative spirit!
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@ Truth is often stranger than
fiction. HSU physicist reminds us
that many scientific theories
—

Big Foot) but I immediately
(in eve
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campus science building.
stressed the point that whether or not topics like
e
ific
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morerv
scient

Big Foot are true, they

research than has been done to this point.
“When people try to explain what they've seen, they
p>" restr sae eet

amare

Stepp :

said.when he was in college he heard a lecture
sightings. What he noticed made him start
thinking.

“What was utterly remarkable were the
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ee
said,
was
that
word
a
to
listen
there didn’t
“Maybe things could exit if we're going to

Stepp said one problem that contributes to scientists’
is the number of hoaxes in the past.
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“Scientists get nutty requests all the time, and after a
while they get used to disregarding them,” Stepp said.

ered inconclusive.
, there’snosubstitution fora body, tebe

wild claims and these tend
to overshadow any topic put

ae

said, adding that the size of a sasquatch could

same category, Stepp

it hard to kill one.
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calls “crackpot science” — any subject
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stuff out there that
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“We don’t have to claim we can answer all the ques-

the things we don’t understand. We can say we don’t
|
understand.”

Dissecting the gender gap

Out of the shadows — into the lab

@ Support club
helps women in the
sciences beat back
stereotypes.
By Teresa Mills

OOCO~CS
STARE
TOMBERIACK

Some people find it hard to
oo

women

pursuing sci-

at least this is what Uta
tter, senior,and
biology
Brandsta

other women science majorssay.
does
er
when she
said att
Branst
students
male
exam
well ——

seem
;
“I think part of the reason it's

hard to imagine women as sciare stesis
women
ist
entbecause

as being sensitive and
able to think analytisaid. “I think everycally,”
one would be better off if those
stereotypes were abandoned.”
ee I was little I always
yself as hor surFon, but alwa

ny,

tay pared
np as a meee
Brandstatter said.
Brandstatter, who is a member of the Women in Natural

meaaicaeeciet
at the age of 8 or

that
ady
years old she alreknew

women are not expected to be
involved in the sciences.
Although women are begin-

to establish strong roles in
fields that in the past were male
dominated, there still exists a

gender gap in the sciences, ac-

, to Sue Lee, professor of
sciences and adviser
biol
for
“About the same proportion
of women as men go to graduate
school but by the time they re-

Ph.D, one women to
ceive their
five men are in the field of sci-

ence,”
Lee said.
She said the ratio of senior
least 10
with at s,
those ist
scient

years experience, is one woman
Cas

A census conducted in 1989
eS
the
nomic
r
cated oat
Se
ries of a male scientist totals
toa
com:
$54,500

yg

eeientist’s

) per

d coveader

of

and co-leader of
ne
said more pressureis

on womenin the sciences
cause if they make a mistake
some people say “It's because
are a woman.”

the 1950s my mother
wanted
to be an archeologist,

ANNA MOORE / PHOTO EDITOR

Senior wildilte majors Jeanine Sala (right) and Misty Donaghy identify birds by their taxnomic
features. Womens are still feeling the effects of gender blas when entering the eclence flekie,
Stassie Samuels, a biology.
told
her not to “The worst part is she believed
and a

bother because she’s a woman

and she didn’t have the
sai
or background,” Donaghy

him.Idon’teverwanttodothat.”

graduate. “My family wanted

family to get into sciences,” said

‘See Women, page 22

“I'm the first woman in my
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Protection for predators

aw bites down on shark killings

@ The Great White — traditionally
feared and hunted without limit,

- White sharks are

in

marine

food chain. They feed most

at to the stability
of the
thebalance ofthe [a=

on

older, sickor

enced idieiduate of thdvisis tnasindal

has finally found help in Hauser.

Th new
not

abbatiaieet ie a

for the species. However,

By Chris von Haunalter

TOMBERIAGK STAFF

step in protection

Marks of the local Shark

Protection and Preservation Association believes it falls

alittle short of true preservation because of crucial loop

apa

mata

ts

Marks worries that, “by allowing
for the sale of ‘inci-

Set an,th white shar, also knownaiba
and commercial fisheries tn Oulilecsn rasan

dental’ catches of white

Dan Hauser
er in favanly was
Wer sighs into or

eR
ce
corte
cen nas
by personal profit may target small
white
an
clairn they were obtained accidentally. Also, sexually

great

white,

ven

Gav. ,

Pete Wilson Oct. 11.
°y
Until Jan. 1, 1999 (when the law will be reviewed) it

from commercial fisher-

men
to
aquariums,
etc. for display purposes,
a market
may adver be
ed for a live white shark

will be prohibited to take white sharks for recreational
except under a
t issued by the Califor-

approximately
a tel 1 Spears) ci en iby eqguoned. wiwien
he abeereeranes
would not have a chance to breed
nia
t of Fish and Game for scientific and
and
produce
a
litter
of
educational
This isn’t the first
tion to
the white
Incidental catches by commercial fishing
tions
protection
to the
by use of pl nets. and roundhaul nets
still be . shark; South Africa granted full
owed. White
sharks caught in these nets, if still alive, white shark on May 21, 1991.
The South African protection
act bans catching or
may be sold for scientific or live display purposes.

Protectionists worry about a loophole that allows
the sale of shark products caught by “accident.”

for

white sharks or
these laws

their parts. Penalties
from a
six-year

prison sentence to a $20,000 fine
three times the
ts from the sale of white
jaws, teeth, fins or
d trophy mounts. South Africa's is the first and only
type of law to fully protect the white shark.

Women: Still feeling the pinch of gender bias in the lab
© Continued
from page 21
me to be a teacher but I wanted to be a
scientist.”
Lee, who formed WINS in spring 1989,

said the club was formed after a study
was done by the women’s council, made
up of students, staff and faculty,inwhich
they surveyed women in natural resources and sciences.

They found there was a need for a

women’snetworking group. Shesaidbetween eight “ to 12
le come to the
meetingseach week but the club does not
keep an official membership list.

“It’s notan anti-men group,”” Donaghy

said. “The group’s

r
to
science more
evry Friday at noon in
WINS meets
Science Building A 368.

Solutions trom your Apple Campus Reselien

You’re not the only
® full Macinteeh

Rne fer ali your needa.

one who's carrying a lot of
units this semester.

line of

t now, i Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
Macintosh’ computers ever. There’s the Apple® Macintosh

Color Classic®— a solid
LC Ill, which runs 50% faster

at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
than its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And,

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

for even more power, the Macintosh Quadra” 610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student
as well as service during college’ And
thie power
The power more college students choose. The power to be: your best?

Your Authorized
Apple Service Center

Closed Saturday & Sunday

*Service ts sraabie ealy Comm Aggie Cosnpus Bicedters cinith se Aggie iashoctaad Saretce Provtden. (©1993 Apple Compeser, lnc. Adi righss

Phone: 826 - 3741

escinecahs Questo te a watemats of Apis Comper, ine. Coie ba cegissared enous lessen i Apple Commpecer, tnt.

fessreed. Apple, the Aggie logo, Maciacoch and “The power 00 be your best” ane raginared wademarts ef Apple Computer, fac.
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CalTrans steaming

Squawfish endanger local _
salmon, steelhead stocks —

over roadside weeds
By Erte Souza

day, Oct. 29 at 9 a.m. along the

Wwoeyeraln

Sooriaveamaneal

bya

water and

i

suman

By Philip Pridmore-Brown
B

boiler.

The plight of the salmon
and steelhead
in the Eel river

herbicide
most commonly
rans is commonly

may be worsenedby
presence of a family of

cals used are “just like the kind

voracious minnows.
havebeen found

used by

called “roundup.” The chemi-

you could go pick
up at Pa
or
like that,”

ionwopraten:

_ said.

ee

egenton

into en -yonians t
open
earaee

Wahl

they escaped from Lake
Pillsburyafter an illegal plant-

using herbi-

devices,hesaid.

gto try an inte-

—

Gumele ons sor Keniations Teck
nology Inc., said the machine

was

accident on a

created

citrus farm in Florida.
Ad
machine broke
and shot a stream of hot water
a tree and killed all the

day, Oct. 28 alongside the
Guintolli interchange and Fri-

are a threat

ateeieaminme

when they

einen,

hey

are
“Frey: definitely
deftsite
eat oon
Roelots said.
:

achs of ca capturedPoemae fish
Ee

cad

Roelofs pointed out that the

numbers
of returning chinook
in the Eel river tribu-

taries has d

d in some

—"

to abouta

dozen.
“Youcan’treally

tatlossin this case,
“However, one
of the

ha changed ithe
a

The Bet riverianotthe only

t tohabisaid.
that

mbes

of

Pandora’s box has been —

opened, Roelofs
said. There is

eat

cators who do some spra
around cracks in the roadways
yet

e

a

CalTrans
has licensed

“It sometimes blocks road vi-

grated
and try to find
some
that are environmentally better than. chemicals,”
Wahl
said.
The machine
was tested Thurs-

in the river since 1981, when

is com-

parable to
cides.

sion, and fires can always start
there.”

young smoits.

on the amount of vegetation.

Calfteas: Diitriot Director
Gene
Wahl said the
eae
rade

steht

Between 50 and 500

CalTrans’ goal is to reduce
roadside chemical use aaa
mabe

Machine

te to the
the ocean

species preys on

chine
the water from a
two to six foot boom under a
that bakes the weeds.
The water is fed from a stainless steel nurse tank and heated

Cove

Roelofs said.

introduced

Pulled by a tractor, the ma-

<The
AquaHleat
Mactine
6
ers weeds with 210
water
the plant
F
cankeee
pr

@ Accidentally

Route 255 roadside,
just north of
the Mad River

Aiming to reduce the use of
herbicides, CalTrans a
a
new environmentally
ma-

The fish

in size from

tiny to an

river record

catch
of 28 inches.

Fisheries professor Terry
Roelofs
said the potential is
there for the
wfish to
cause major
for the
salmon and steelhead. _
“The
diet consists primarily of fish,”

no way to ever get rid of the
wfish
in the Eel river.
methods ofof eradicating.
eran oc ie

wfish, including blasting —

Pp

the river's pools with explosives
part.
hc
.
with an eradicaicn paiiekiaken
sdeesiapehunmesavaunalilieds
er

California’s
TO

leaves it touched,
he said.

Considering the paper idee
‘tomorrow , aren't you glad
till midnight?
Thursday Night Special
|
9pm - Midnight

«.

S

Se

Steelhead, Jamaica Red Ale, Sierra Nevada, Bass,

8%

om

$1.00/glass $5.00/pitcher

Newcastle, Guiness, Anchor Steam

we

a:

- Jagermeister Shots... .. $2.00

Saturday Late Night Happy Hour!

*y

.
s35¢

You want to make sure your project looks its best when you
tum
it in. And since you'll probably be working on it until
the minute it’s due, it’s a good thing we never
tum in.

8

9-Midnight

‘os
3

Well Drinks $1.75
25¢ off bottled beers

i

as

Draft Beer Specials!

20

10% Student Discount with student LD.
( Not valid with other offfers, postage, shipping & CourseW orks packets )
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Group & Counselling
gle ee Medical
N
¢ Family Planning

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal
785

18th Street

“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822-2481

Geologist brings rocksolid advice to scientists
@ Campus group
rae
touts “people:
tis paltien tipahe Gite com
By Nicole Stein

at would you call a place where you can:

~~

° Send mail to anyone in the world (and get it there by the end of
the business day)
© Go to a library and access vast amounts of useful information
° Place a classified ad to be read by hundreds of people all over
the Northcoast (in five Northcoast counties)
© Stop in at a co
to talk about current events, local
politics and the Northcoast weather

© Meet interesting people and talk about subjects of interest to
you — everything from bicycling to economic development to Star

Trek...

Announcing
The

Northeoast

Electronic

enw)

A new computer

eal

online service premiering

16th at the Eureka Inn

Voice-line Information: 44-E -

TO

Please join us for the 2nd Annual

Telecommunications

Computer

Ifany one understands
that
knowledge
itself does not
solve problems it is the Center for Resolution of Environmental Disputes.
The HSU-based CRED
brought renowned soils rescientistand geochemist Robert Engler to HSU,
Wednesday, Oct. 13, as part

of their seminar series educating students about the
need for better “people skills”

inthe Natural Resources
field.

We call it a “community”

to their required
core classes,”
said.

mission is not only to educate
and train students, but to serve
the local community
and state
by offering a method
of dispute
resolution that can benefit all
es.
In order > obtain oa ae
CRED employs aprofessionally
trained staff that
in
offering “third party neutral as-

cerns and evaluate their op-

Engler, whowasin the area
visiting his son who attends
HSU, lectured on the use of
alternative dispute resolution
in the environmental sciences.
Themost commondisputes
settled
ADRare those
concerning timber harvest
plans, water allocation and
regulatory criteria.
“What scientists need in
order to be productive scientists and otherwise good citi-

er,

of

Pacific Multimedia, author of Hell's Bells, a Radio History
of the Telephone)
Evening Symposium: $5 General
: free admission
featuring demonstrations of leading digital technologies which will
revolutionize lifeon the Northcoast

For Information & registration: 443-6803

Lumberjack classitied ads work

the U.S.
terials

developing a tool called the
ing contaminates in
materials.

He is also the author and
co-author of many publications on the geochemistry of
flooded soils, sediments,
ocean dumping and regula-

to be a more productive scienhow to

communicate clearly to others.
“Students need formal courses
in human relations in addition

a

>

i

Om

Ss

tory criteria.

M-%S 1-S:30, SUN IY
5

ade |

¥
r

>|

ey | e 4

and

Elutriate Test used vdeo

training
isn’t en
poventing’>
Eagan om

tist, one has to know

in sediments

flooded soils, as well as co-

entific

Ls

Luncheon: $15 (featuring guest speaker Gregg McVicar,

an environmental mission.
He is now the environmental lab’s senior scientist.

Army Engineer ares Eximent
Station in Vi
ss., spoke to students about
his career in alternative
te
nearness
sci-

‘One

9PM

tuary Act and the Clean Water Act were
and gave
the Army Corps of Engineers

know a whole lot more than just
his specific area of science expertise in order to build a career
that is
and useful,”
"on said.
i

PEA

.)

Since then, he said, the
Marine Protection and Sanc-

“A first-rate scientist has to

and

Sy

1973
they had an environmental laboratory.

upon.

Sars

..

Egle: said the goal of these
meetings is to create a “winwin” outcome rather than a
“win-lose.”
er joined the WES in

The group seeks to establish
common ground that both parties can

.

—

sistance.”

Technology

Exposition
Eureka Inn
November 16th from 10 AM to

tion

According
to Watson, CRED’s

skills” through
guest speakers.

° Shop for local products and services

zens is a whole lot of people
skills and process
” said
Betsy Watson, director of CRED.
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“When Gregor Samsa woke up one morning from unsettling
dreams, he found himself changed into a monstrous vermin.”
— Franz Kafka, “The Metamorphosis”

Don’t let this happen to you!
Read The Lumberjack

Taking

Ws Leave’
&

Erin
See
Waldner

ne Satan

necanenien Seay 2 ene Nie.
Id Bayside resident believes people
who live to their ‘90s have
one thing in common:
the ability: telat p-af Haale tinappe tments and
losses
“They grieve and then move on,” she said.
Safier said she will remember this formula when

Theater.

remiere o

.

Leave.”
_

Preview
caer

Gist Hal Theatre
Where:
When: Thursday to Sunday

middle-aged

Tickels: $6 general, $2.50

Ss

ee

Sey

other Briggs,a

Cantmembers

woman who is tied

a
<

:

te
es

ee

ms

a
:

be

the. lite of

What: “Taking Leave’

question. 1290 at

Pe

ans

f

:

i=

:

|

a

‘~

Rs ere

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEATER DEPARTMENT

Allen Walker, bac, Craig Reed and Anna Simon, topotpag, recall part of Mother Brigg’

past ina scene about war narrated by Walker's character “Memory.” ARES,

recreate a childhood memory hidden in the past.

to her past.

OR

students,$1 on Thursday | Inosde
r
to move
"The Shannon Doyle Incident’ is a play that is “Certainel
ideas and ement
issues that weres,
in the
impor
in
reduced
on,
expanded
were
script
original
ct
cause-and-effe
ctedthe ‘raditional
er construwith
is forced
charact

oe

ee

pent her pent and De goles Rees FT

“ A lotof real truth can be found in this

ae
g
has worked to bring the

said, who plays Mother Briggs. “Ican identify with
the honesty.”
Bernadette
Assistant acting and voice Instructor
play when she

the script to life.
tre Te aay
a:

said tive telaiad \e-the
Henderson seid
last
first read the

She was partof

theater departments selection |

committee for its “Season of New American Plays.”

tely 200 scripts,

Thecommittee received

submitted by playwrights

So/etsderfntaanglre?

“Taking
and nt”
Doyle Incide

Leave.”

t the country,

~

What remains is a play Henderson believes

‘Taking Leave’ is much more

“communicates

nontraditional. It is a piece that I feel is more

pla y,” Safier

Uh is oscars
sald.

9 has chosen to

Leave,

she found in

p
:
see pravocative, she

ee

a sense of what our past

offer ws.”
has tory
memo
ideas, a
cate
‘© communithese
hastily dn aaguse has been cronte.

‘dent,

Playwrigs: ige

This

ine to H3SU in October to work with

eeerson

tee play's original
ia michal

critssaid

set that relies

Production of the set involved creating a forest
which represents Mother Brigg’s memories and feel-

ts

is herhome, Peder araid ae eset

ched the crewof
sarurienseyEvan Bridenstine, an Ohio resi- she watched

ee ee

and

e

Se n

Home” finish the

“The trees have been planted for
to
approach
abstract
‘
*

ce

design, r

,

EJ
————_—
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Life on planet Dave

Lindley jams on strings
By Ray Larsen

“Concert Preview |

and said ‘Go for it.’”

Look up eccentric in the dictionary and there should be a
Vi dLindley . Hislong,

shaggy
hair and
thrifi-ete
polyester
belie a serious interest
in music from all over the world.
Lindley’s musical journey
started in Los
asamember of the
1960s
rock band Kaleid
“In Kaleid
b
vid was
doing ‘world
backin 1965,”
said Lindley’s road
Paul “Santa”
Irwin. “They
didn’t

even come up with the term un-

til the la
but he was comEgyptian
music with rock
‘n’ roll even back then— he’s
always been into mixing weird
stuff.”
World-wide
tion for

soon resurfaced
with
hehepobre cher
XThe
a reputation
as

=

a

Whehds

oe

When: Tueeday
Tickets:
$12 students, $15
general
al The Works In
Arcata
and Eureka, New
uu

crowds with
covers of old
‘n’ roll standards such as “Tu-ber-cu-lucas

and the Sinus Blues” by Huey
ant reury Blu the Cloves
radian
nowa

Von Bosee Theatre
:

ik

that blends traditional

tmemory,

Lindley nas Soest buy sabes
his musical roots and knocking
down some strange and wonderful fruit.

American folk, jazz, blues and
rock ‘n’ roll.
The duo recently released a
live album on Lindley’s indet Pleemhead
label. Irwin
said the label grew out of

_ “David has always been a folk

Lindley’s dislikeof the be

a

ot fully
fully dnckerstood
bel that has not
his music in the past.
Lindleycameinthe 1
Jacksrg secre
a
“David
is the kind of guy who
son Browne’s resident oaneBe
an
on it never bent to the
of the .
pene
ml has ‘etlowe hiso across the record companies,” Irwin said.
globeand
has taken himtomany “He’sa
hippie
vaear pa
on “Suay” on
on
— the same guy he was in 1965.
Browne’s
Geaatile ann gihie we He does things
his way.”
album, Lindley
_ six CD series with fellow guitar
Irwin said that Lindley and
band
savant Henry Kaiser that took company developed a taste for
the pair to the island of Mada- the Humboldt area back when
planets.
Recingasy peo with the native
El Rayo-X was
~The last time Jackson cameto
“Every
=
time we
play
one of our shows, he looked at
Middle Eastern influences
Humboldt it’s just
like g
the stage
and said ‘You know,
color
his latest project with Jor- home,” he said. We knena le
there’s not a acon
fucking
danian-American hand-drumof people and we like the vibe —
play up there’,” Irwin
“We
mer Hani Naser. The two vir- we're
to come in the day
just handed him a tambourine
tuosos weave a musical tapestry before
the show and ... absorb.”

Sucre
by Ho ra
NAA KAHID!

THEATER

I

OVIib

|e

ball, football.”
Ait he appreciates: “| like to check out all kinds of

things. it doesn't necessarily have to be painting to
turn me on. °

° Hiciden talent: *l was in the local band Hunk of Funk
at one time.’
e On his paintings: “I:try to work with color and lines,
even words and numbers as abstract elements. All
| the paintings
jump around.”
e His materiols: “| ike to work on the big sized
Ao
canvanses, 6 feet by 4 feet and bigger ... You're not
cramped in.’

¢ Where he wants fo live: “Europe. because It’s
different
way over there. ”

e Favorite type of cat: “Anything that’s exciting
colorful, like pop art, absract
and expressionist.
that whole feeling, like they’re painting what's
them.”
=
e What he likes about painiing: “| like the feel,

Stunning recreations of

Children
Van Duzer Theatre
A WESTERN STATES ARTS FEDERATION
PROGRAM

the

— Reported
by David Link

Bem

CHINESE
MAGIC
REVUE

DAD LINDLEY _
A special electro/

acoustic concert

A breath taking spectacle featuring
the original Chinese Acrobats of
Taiwan.

$i General.

$12 HSU Students

$12 General / $8 Students &

Van Duzer Theatre

Seniors & Children
Van Duzer Theatre

‘Native American stories and
legends from members of
Alaska's Tlingit tribe.

$12 General
$8 Students, Seniors and

and
| ike
inside

mood
it puts me in.”.

featuring Hani Naser.

IN "FIRES ON THE WATER"

mie

- }ture, music, all the things that happen in life ... base-

Chinese, Indian, Celtic and Middle Eastern music with |

player,” Irwin said. “He got into
a lot of different rock ‘n’ roll
bands, world-beat bands, the
Jackson Browne
— butin
the back of his mind he has al— considered himself a folk

viii

i

h

Sram
i
}

Sponso
by the Northcoas
red
t inn

CHICK COREA
ELEKTRIC BAND It
A new edition of the most

powerful, contemporary jazz
band ever!

$17 General / $13 HSU Students
Van Duzer Theatre

j
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All the ‘way from Alaska — Naa Kahidi suits up for theater
Bhaensrr Gartend
and

i

and

killer whal
Sea monsters,

performed a ildre ranging a 4

bals comprise only a portion of what

we

3

“Fires
on
ater”
The Sen ltotae” end
Ths
“Gunakadeit,

win

bln

tne

.

byhis

ue

an 0) lds

The

Naa
first story

stories, titled “The CanniSil chouuaniee uaebe chute
| is about to do battle witha giant cannibal

Theater because it wan the
ted after the theater’s

formation in 1986 by the Sealaska
Heritage Foun-

=

(a masterful puppet creation) that feasts
on the blood and grief of
The warrior
is advised by spirit forces
to think good thoughts about his enemies
and, if he is victorious, to treat without
hate the body of the defeated one.

dation. The

Theater
Preview

small

founded in

What: °Naa Kahidi Theater”

Van Duzer Theatre
Where:

|order

to

story was a eo

| preserve

of the
| some

$8

aml

stories that

we

Li

,

at 7 p.m. | and passon
When: Tomorrow

gy
acne

egu burns

airs

Any dialoguethatoccursbetweenchar-

“Tribal law holds that stories, likecrest _ tiny island by his brothers-in-law.
for the theater, in a anes

its style to resemble the way the stories

managing

tales
ences outside their ownculture,the
other
the
while
English,
are narrated'in

> develop native theater which is respectful of native tradition, and which

told. However, toensure
were originally
that the stories are understoodby audire
Ne
en

“aq

tale ofrevengebyamanabandonedona

east Alaska.

with traditional song and dance

depae mission of

of the youth in
npcconaane the interest

the elSuspanel ways and giving
ders the gift of the stories they know
the theater wants
rendered with

press release.
with clans
“The theater works closely

to educate a

ylike

«sega

_ Some of

of south- “Gunakadeit” and “Keet
is in the Tlingit language
acters

ng os

Gea
op ana

PHOTO COURTESY OF NAA KAMIO! THEATER ee

Naa Kahidi Theatermembers Gary Wald, eft, and Lawrence Jackson pose at the

were tradi- Auk Villiage site neat Juneau.
tionally danced with hand carved masks. 7 members of the troupe move with masks tells each story wv
comma
auerend ae
and dance.
setae

familiar Western

ming for chi

dren and makes ita point to visit schools

-

kaguatis ta the watlvion ot

man who, after being

loves

during tours.
“Children
are much quicker to understand that someone in a sea lion mask is a
» sea lion,” said Dave Hunsaker, artistic
* director
of the theater. “They have no
trouble accepting that three actors may
bebe playing a single character simultaneously.”

“Keet Shagoon, Origin of the Killer Whale
Vol” are Spd
Greek

Alaska the PacificNorthwes
en.

culture.

public about their

_ “Everyone benefits,” said Valerie

i,

telat
ic a

“which describes

dastuneape.
Seca env cl noua
— all have
its. Plants, rocks, air, animals

how deception byy the crafty raven led to
the robin’s red breast and the blue jay’s

spirits. We have to remember that, otherwise things won't work out.”

scolding manner.
‘Since 1987, the theater, which consists

3
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SAY

HELLO

Hick flicl
flick/ Clampetts hit big screen

TO |

asch

womanand her boy-

—-_

friend

Schneider from “Sat-

Combine any “Airplane”
movie you’ve seen and add a
bunch of Arkansas
hicks and you

ing to get their hands on the
Clampett fortune. Jed Clampett
is convinced he needs a wife,
and Schneider's girlfriend is on

a
ents eee know,
“The Beverly
Hillbillies” was a
1960s television series
with huge numbers of people
tuning in to watch the antics of
the Clampetts: Granny,
Jed, Ellie
May and cousin Jethro—a
back-

be through various scams and
lies.
Dabney.Coleman
is cast as the
brown-nosing bank president
and Lilly Tomlinas
his assistant.
When
Parton is thrown
into the picture it starts feeling
like a flashback of “9 to 5.”
Spheeris’ fingerprints are all

that moves from

over this movie, with many

sion of the seriesis successful at

“Wayne’s World”
scenes.
One had Goleaiidt 6 son sitting
on a couch watching the television
eee “People’s Court.”

what it is meant to be — a shal-

comer portrayal

(“Wayne's
Wayne’ sViocidhiteetimves
low moviewith dumb, yet funny
jokes.
The plot of the movie involves

in

i

a

a

STiw

downa

kid for ie lunch money,

i

REN & STIPY

cekiee Penelop Spheeris
Where:
The Movies
Tickets:$6

but he only has $400 in traveler’s

checks.

Girls are shown in the bathroom with their cellular phones
ringing
and in their Porsches
with
FAX machines printing gossip.
Another funny scene involves
Ellie Mae beating the captain of
the wrestling team at his own
game. Every male in the theater
winced when she applied her final wrestlin

dreaded

re

If you're

goingto

alot of

for something

t, you're

havetolooka lot further

than this movie.
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aai
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Rodeo Waltz °

faa

loking

“move” — the
nut crunch.”

i
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COVOV

School on
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Soacae

DANCEHALL.

real

Flim: “The Beverly Hillbillies”

tt wp I

LIVE

album use

ee

the spot to become the bride-to-

Arkansas to
ly Hills after
“al ati with “black gold”

i

"Real

urday Night Live”) who are try-

oe
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Express & Discover
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eae
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Athletic department confronts gende el10eantity
oF 15-men
off of the football
® Athletic Director Chuck Lindemenn

schools in the CSU system. Un-

Ger Title IX of the California Edu.
cation Code, which was established in 1972, schools must di-

submits draft of equity plan to HSU

athletic advisory board today.
By Jonathan
Chown and

Hay
Kaseakiven
In the wake of the National
Organizationof Women’scourt

victory, California State University athletics must play catch-

up.
HSU got a jump start today
when
Athletic Director
Chuck Lindemenn madea proposal tothe HSU Athletic Advi-

vide athletic facilities, opportua

Board
on how tomake HSU
chiviemacagindes
table.
Lindemenn
his
as stating that HSU

should

improve

shan

gtohave

to “acheampusegoingtoha
work it

ages
of NCAA
eligible st
said Linda Joplin. ie pare
Athletic Equityty Committee of the
California
of N.O.W.,in

existing

women’s
add sports
to bring woul cop
‘ities
up to iby 10 and = the football
to 15 percent.

funding for both sexes

- atelephone interview from Sac-

N.O.W.’s lawsuit was in response to the way in whichan

ramento.

existing law, Title IX, has been

letes were women and 59
cent were men for 1991-92, she

practically ignored by many

said HSU had one
ratios in the CSU

van

system.
P’

“_

“Fm looking for 50-50 as the

that we'll be target-

ing,” Lindemenn said. There

wale Oe

ee

bring HSU in compliance
Title
IX, he said.
“First
is to look at
we already
have for
ng the number of athletes on

wasn’t
what he was looking for.
“Even if the law says

that

would work, I don’t
. does,” he said.

think it

“T want to genuinely increase
the none of nen
Gh b
enhancing
in which
ts have
inane
value
es pticipaton than
than

thata sothis description isi oa
and field. It does have slots
open,” he said.
Lindemenn said that one
needn’t look far to find programs to add.
“The point of view I’m
is that we should look at sports
where interest already exists,
such as crew and soccer,” he
said.
Although Lindemenn realizes
that Title IX was not designed
to cut existing men’s programs
but to add women’s programs,
Lindemenn sees it as a neces-

Liz Ortiz scores one of her two goals for HSU yr Ouanday’eb0

dihen

JONATHAN

eat

CHOWN/SPORTS

EDITOR

Women’s soccer club one step
closer to being intercollegiate
By Jonathan Chown

;

The gender equity settlement
that was reached between the
National

Organization

of

Women and the California State

University system has the future of women’s soccer as an
intercollegiate sport at HSU
loo:
bright.
“Tve been waiting for it for a
couple of years,” said Tara
Primavera, a junior physical
education
. Primavera
has
been with the club two years.
“We've been kind of
from a lot of
mixed s
We've been told that it
people.

should be by 1995. Most of us
have been looking forward to it
for quite a while,” she said.

The women have had an in-

teresting season. After losing to

uc —

6-0 in their second

Then
aye conan
aaiehed with a record of 5-7-1.

The season was hi
by a 1-0 loss to San
the
State. The women dominated

itwas
all feeld
an
said they
game
a moral victory.

“When you walk away froma
game and know you controlled
the whole game while still being
just a club, you've got to fee
go d,” Ortiz said.
Both UC Davis and San Francisco State are intercollegiate
teams in the NCAC conference.
“This shows that we can play
— with the competition in our
re
Primavera said.

women a

get to com-

pete alot more with members of
next
the NCAC conference

y
Men’s soccer coach Alan
said thathe made a proposalto
the conference coaches that the
women’s club travel with the

play
ander
occ
HSU men’ssteam

team goes intercollegiate.
“We're only considering iton
a temporary
». Exley said.
“It’s not an ideal situation but
one that would be workable on
a short term basis. I’m more

than willin#'to do it in order to

get the pr
rolling.”
Mike Cuthbert, the club’s
coach, said the time to get the

PreBvery Kid ithe area pla
soccer and they aiid
very kid in

to look up to. They need this
It’s not like they can go to a
professional game. These
women out here are some great
role models.
Cuthbert said that what
m aa

isGao vet
ato
eeheyto improve
wan & themselves.
work
er as a

actually count toward conference records.
“This is the first
Loree
making the women’s
acol-

They've
\ sss

legiate s

aoe

but it hasn’t been

yet,” Exley said.
Ortizis very excited about the

due to Exley’s
future of the club
presence.
ie
info he’s
to have a great
influence

ou > all through

spring.

Hareeal a voaie

he

the club
meuan
on intercolega sport is
ee

re a

good

grou

rg peed ror

The reget

hewill
influence on the
be the new head coach if the

ladies should

not aay have’
ha an

vata
tive

hue obort
y.1

Soeagaed toe

that. They deserve
it,” he said.

the use of all three of

those (solutions),” Lindemenn
said.

He said he will have a “aproposal in draft form available
for
Wednesday moming

women,” Lindemenn
said. But .
rr
also said increasie softball team, for instance,

At HSU,41 percent of the ath-

thatana

scbutien wile Lohaeed

sary option.
“We could cut men’s pro-

inereaieaind sport since the
club is 19 years old. Women’s
soccer is also on the list of possible additions.

“If we added both crew and

lacrosse, boosted our female

ticipation in track and fie

20 and cut football back by 15 or
so we'd be right about where
we want to be.”
In comparison with other
schools, Lindemenn said CSU
Hayward and Sonoma State
-have 60
twomen oncampus, yet60
t of the students participating in athletics
are men.
“That makes our problem
minor,” Lindemenn said.
Joplin said the two a
schools for gend
San Dieg a eamithrhaues
resno,

where ee percent of athletic participants were male, and only
12 percent were female.
She said the factor NOW looks

at is the total number of particiCateeu
of bothoe in an ath-

ams,” Lindemenn said. “It’s
Geelwae N.O.W. didn’t
peninginsomeschoolsand .
seek out a4 schools to match
I don’t think it’s an option we
women’s and men’s
can ignore.”
dollar for dollar.
os
He said there are young men
“Women’s
teams’
are
receivwho are “hanging out in intering25 percent (of athletics fundcollegiate sports.”
ingin theCSU). Someschoolsare
“I’m not sure we can afford to
12 percent,” Joplin said.
have people hanging out,”
Lindemenn said. “So it may be
See Equity,
page 30
that we have to look at cutting

HSU men make it to nationals
The HSU men’scross coun-

try team earned its fifth consecutive appearance at the
NCAA

DivisionlIl

national

championships.
placed second at the
West Regional hosted by Cal
Poly Pomona Saturday.
Martin Smith
seventh overall to lead the ‘Jacks

into therunner-up slot behind
regional champion Cal Poly
San Luis

th

Obi

“I finished about where I
t would,” Smith said.

e finished pretty much

if we didn’t qualify for the

national championships it
was because we were beaten
and not because
we let down

and lost,” Wells said.
“Our women ran a fantas-

tic team race. We really put
the pressure on Davis and
they didn’t fold. We’ve met
Davis three timesand they've
beat us three times. They’re
better than us.”

The good news for the
women is that Denise Walker
and Karin Merritt n
to qualify for nationals as

to form,” Coach Dave Wells
said. “We were ranked secondand we finished second.”

individuals.

missed

nel et
which

The

HSU

women

just

it to nationals

Eehindthiedfourth,d-place
placeninefinisherpointsUC

Wells-said
it was.a bit of a
disappointment
even though
the women weren't
really expected to make it to nationals
an

;
i

wn culkin matte

Walker finished third
overall and Merritt 12th.
The national meet will be

Monday.

eee
happens to be a

“Normally we have two
weeks and this time
we have

two weeks and two days. So
I think we'll work a little bit

harder
than we normally

would, but not too hard, ”
Wells said.

|
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FOOTBALL

STANDINGS

er

NCAC

HSU beats Hayward
HSU defeated Hayward State
33-21 in football action Saturday.
Amold, a senior running back, carried the bail 26 times for 105
as Chico State clinched the

ee

Percy McGee

ran for 155

rds and Raul De La Flor

cked two field goals to lead

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALL TOP SEEDS FOR THE
UPCOMING INTRAMURAL
TOURNAMENTS!!!
“A” Soccer: THI Humboldt

“B” Soccer: Speedball
“BB” Soccer: Cameroon
“A” Volleyball: Combinations
“B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats
“B” Basketball: Gym Rats

Montell Alien, HSU.
senior strong safety, recorded 12 tackels, five unassited, and
an Sassbapaen ine Lioebesaeia tout ebserenee asaya ee aeein

NCAC

FINAL

Sonoma State
UC Davis
Chico State
HSU
Stenielaus
S.F. State
Hayward State
Notre Dame

Last week's games:

SOCCER

wie
11
1
9
3
9
§5§
6
6
7
7?
6
7
1
10
1
13

field goals to tie the conference

STANDINGS

rT
2
oO
O
2
=O
1
#1
0

PF
8&6
2
24
#2
2&4
#6.
3
8

04
8
18
4
4
13
3
#2

record of 19. MGee needs 154

L

7
#7
12
2
2@
21
«7
42

T
2
1
1
4
1
2
1
~=«1

¢@2
11
6
11
8
8
68
10
9
7
10
2
5
5
4

PF PA
4
111
3
«8619
3106
6&6
@
0
2
19
@
18
47
30.6
46

HSU defeated
State 5-2, lost to
State 2-0
Sonoma State tied Hayward
State 3-3, lost to
State 1-0
College of Notre Dame lost to Chico State 3-0, lost to Stanislaus 3-0

Sun. Softball: The Hummers

NCAC

of the week:
, Chico State. Starr, a senior goalkeeper posted back-to-back shutouts giving him

:

Mon. Softball: Schtumpy
Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s
Wed. Softball: Mission Impossible
Thurs. Softball: Foul Play

a school-record
eight on the season.

NCAC

FINAL

VOLLEYBALL

Conference

UC Davis

wie.
7
0

Pet.
1.000

Sonoma

8

.800

State

Chico State
SF. State
Stanislaus
HSU

Hayward State

DROP-IN
RECREATION

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm
Sun. 1:30-4:30pm

2

5
6
3
3

3
4
8
9

0

Overall

625
600
273
.250

10

woe
15
4

Pet.
789

20

769

18
19
8
&

000

3

6

15
545
13
S00
20
+286.
232.179

A special thank you to all the sponsors of the Super
Teams Tournament. Eureka Baking Co., Eureka

Golf Course, Tom’s Sourdoagh Pizza, Westwood
Market, United Grocers, Redwood Yogurt, Larry’s
Market, Greenview Market, Bubbles,
Westwood

American Deli, Willow,
Video, Bold
ee
Humboldt Surf Co., Humboldt Coffee
Safeway, Kinkos, Ramone’s Bakery, Life

Cycle, HSU Bookstore, HealthSport, Eureka Shirt
Centers,

Pepsi, Michaelangelo’s
Pizza, Dancing Dragon
Designs, Lost Coast Brewery, Murphy’s Pizza &
Round Table Pizza.

1993 Superteams Tournament: Sat., Sun.
November 13,14. First
start at 9am
Saturday. The West Gym will be open for pretice at

8:30. Good Luck to all the teams! Sports will go as
follows: 1) Volleyball; 2) Basketball; 3)
34)
Intertube Waterpolo; 5) Track

23

115

State 3-1, lost to Sonoma
State 3-0

Sonoma State defeated Menlo College 3-0, defeated Chico State 3-0
Chico State defeated Southern Oregon College 3-0

NCAC player of the week:
Heather re jus: Sonoma State. Hepburn,
a senior outside hitter, pounded down41 kills
with only 1 errore4n
88 attempts. She also
had 37 digs and six service
aces.

She said one way
ofachieving
gender equity was for teams to
play fewers quart
“Maybe the baseball team
doesn’t have to play 32
games,”
Joplin said ys the sau of
funds spent on travel.
But Joplin, a former college
athlete and
school coach,
said the NCAA
had traditionally opposed women’s athletics.
“Historically, the NCAA
fought women’s athletics.
didn’t support women’s athletics for a very, very long time,”
Joplin said.
“Now thereare fewer women
involved as administrators and
coaches than there was 20 to 30

“The schools have to affirmatively

search

for

coaches,” Joplin said.

_

About
the wider implications
of Title IX in collegiate

Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!!

Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.

system. |
" They are still requiredby
federal
law to provide equal o

Non-Students - $1.00. Located at the HSU
; Sat. Llam-Noon; Sun 6-7pm

system was directly under the
control of the state Legislature,
more so than the UC system,
which made change easier.
She said the
ations for
implementing Title IX were
formed “during the Reagan
rs.”

,

She said the schools had to
simply show p
“Are we on the 50 year plan?”
Joplin said. She said that if “we
waited until budget
cuts weren’t
a problem” to achieve
er
equity,
then equity would never

ha

soccer beso

lit their last two games of the

senso last weekend at Hayward.

:

The HSU women’s volleyball
team lost its final two games of
the season over the weekend.
HSU was swept by San Francisco State 15-10, 15-13, 15-7 on
Friday and then on Saturday
had to face conference champion UC Davis whoswept Hum“boldt 15-4, 15-1, 15-7.

Fines status quoisvery hard to

;

sports because they are not encouraged to, then encouraging
women will probably increase
participation in the future.
But itmay also make it harder
for him to recruit women athletes.
“A lot of scholarship schools
are pumping more money into

female track and cross country
scholarships,” Wells said.
Wells said this would mean
more women going
to scholarship schools, “w

means ina

limited pool there will be less

female athletes for non-scholar-

schools.”
e lawsuit
reason that there
female athletes
aren't as many

could be assured that the cuts
wouldn’t take place in women’s

portunities then there will
more females,” Wells said.
The coach said the opposite

sports,” Lindemenn said.

Changes will occur in athletic

doesn’t directly impact the UC

programs at HSU.

portunity.”

Wells
said many different things
could happen.
Wells said if it is true that

said the CSU

women are not participating in

change,” Joplin said.
As for the long-range outlook
for HSU athletics, Lindemenn
said he didn’t think cuts would
occur in women’s
ams.
“If we had to reduce below the

10 sports we offer, I think you

female

Joplin said, “The decision

7-

The stoma

Spikers lose last two

San Francisco State lost 3-0 to UC Davis

* continued from page 29

Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.
Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m.

General ae

leads the series 31-24 with one
tie.
The Lum!
have won
the last two meetings, retaining

Equity: women’s sports boosted

Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m.

Sport & a

HSU finishes its season Sat-

urdayatChicoState. Humboldt

scored twice to lead HSU toa52thrashing over Hayward State
Saturday.
Sunday the Lumberjacks lost
to Hayward by a 2-0 count.

STANDINGS

Last week’s

Co.,

1968.

RonGorrand Phil Rouse each

Congratulations to the Intramural Redwood Racquetball Tournament
Winner - Joseph Mateer
A big than k you to the following sponsors: Plaza Grill, Hunan
Village, Fiesta Cafe, North Coast Bakery.
Congratulations to the Intertube Wa
winning
team - Marcos.
Thank you to the following sponsors:
*s, Plaza Grill Round
Table Pizza

:
‘Y/

in a season and the first since

Soccer team splits

NCAA
Sones Sena hadi es Pty elk Li Ghee Sileonaiy

Women’s Basketball: Above the Rim

yards to be the third Lumberjack ever to reach a 1,000 yards

of the axe last year
with a 27-7 victory at home.

Stanisiaus
defeated Hayward State 3-1

“C” Basketball: M. Mertens

the ‘Jacks to their first conference win of the season.
De La Flor now needs two

Cross country coach Dave

ships

states that the
aren’t as many
is that there
opportunities

and that if you open up the o

side of the lawsuit was that there

aren’tenough interested women

to build programs.

“Now we're going to find out

which side is true,” Wells said.

“I’m not advocating either side,
It’s like a social experiment.”

|
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Local players give soccer team a real kick
_@ Arcata High School graduates, Tim
Olson and Eric Mild are reunited for one
last season of soccer.
By Jonathan
aie
turning

Chown

tedden
oe
dreams into

reality
The two
raised

oung men were
in docatk and have

watched HSU soccer
since they

were children.
Now they are on

“the
A field together laying playing for
Olson and Mild were on
Arcata High School’s soccer
team together
from 1987
to 1989.
Olson began playing for

year
bild, whoO graduated
graduated from
from
honda High in ‘90, moved to
Santa Rosa
to attend junior col_ fastens

ome

moved back to

boldt to play soccer.
“This being Tim’ssenior
year,

I wanted to come
back and play

with him,” Eric Mild, a junior,

said. “I used to always
look up

to Tim and thought
it’d be great

to be reunited again
for one last
year because we

a

——

also gets me firedup for games
because he’s eaten intense
are. We kind of feed off of
other.”

The two have a local pride

that inspires
them to play harder
and tougher when
are out
on HSU's field performing for
the next generation of young
fans.
“HSU has always had a decent team but they’ve never got
over the hump. I think that
inga local player Istrive more to
—
sai

over that hump,” Mild

“It (playing here) means a lot
to me, getting to be one of the
few out there on the field play_ing
for the
, especially when we're playing in
front of a home crowd. There’s
kind of a local pride and I try to

bean example to local kids that
a

” Olson

oe
George, a freshman
who red-shirted last year, is
also an Arcata
uate
said that he
y wouldn’t
be here if Olson and Mild were
not. “Tim was here and Eric was

coming
so I thought Id give it a

“We've oe

with each

other for so
Iknow how he
(Mild) reacts,”
"Olson said. “He

try,” he said.

George said that when playing here at HSU the locals have
a distinct advantage. “You're

used to the climate for one
thing,” he said. “The field isalot
different than other places because the grass is thicker, taller
and wet most of the
Olson said that locals play a
harder, rougher brand of soccer
than in other areas. “The local
eanoe ’ know get really
‘stuck in,’ as
in
ef
and stuff like
that,” Olson.said.
Coach Alan Exle agrees.
“They tend tobe
a
lit le
7
physically,” he said. “They
ie hi Beas catia astasome ‘of

‘Apanesitngen
toughnessis real
high too. It takes
a unique kid in
this area to really push himself
to be téndy to ply at this level.
“These are the guys who
pushed themselves. Even
though they were already better thananyoneelse
around they
still wanted to get better and
better,” Exley said.
said that recruiting the
munnenas creates a bit of
amoral dilemma.
“We travel around the state
and tell kids’you ought to move
away from home togotoschool’
and then we tell the local kids
‘Oh no, here’s where your opfome:™” lies. Yououghttostay
ome.”
s very ha
he reOlsonand
though.
or etim’s our strongest defender. He’s very aggressive.
Erie is just a very hard worker,

-

Tim Olson controls the ball at practice. Olson was named allsdb overt
eytnd.
ofl
vein
and he’:
of his favorites.
With theseason wrap
“It’s beena great season,”
Mild

last weekend at aeunalae

said. “Not as successful as Tim

said that it would be a season

and I had
with Tim has

he’d always
look back onas one

, but playing
great.”
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one, come all

Tomorrow afternoon HSU will host a “Town Meeting”

where the administration
will be available to take com

sli

ments and answer questions from students, staff and

The meeting, which will include President Alistair McCrone,
sets
an im portant precedent. It marks the first time the administration has been assembled to meet with students.

The Lumberjack commends the administration for making

itself available for such a discussion. However, administrators
must answer
in a frank manner.

The Lumberjack encourages students, staff and faculty to take
part in these meetings.
Popular sentiment on campus echoes those of other CSU
campuses: frustration, anger and confusion underscore discussion on the future of higher education.
It is important that this does not deteriorate into a gripe session, where accusations fly easily. Instead the purpose of this
meeting should be to establish a constructive and lasting dialogue between all members of the campus community.
We must realize tough choices will have to be made if budget
problems continue. Students must contribute to the dialogue if
they hope to influence how and where the money is spent on
campus.
Among the most debated issues at HSU is the proposed pay
raise for the CSU presidents by the board of trustees. McCrone
is expected to receive a pay increase of approximately $20,000.

His salary will approach an astonishing $140,000.

,

Until now, McCrone has said comment on his pay raise “was

inappropriate” because a final figure had not yet been reached.
Students deserve better. Obviously, McCrone did not initiate
the proposed pay increase. He hasn’t had a raise in five years.
However, The Lumberjack feels he should comment on the

issue of the pay raise. _
The meeting is in. Goodwin Forum in Nelson Hall East from
3:30 to 5 p.m.

Letters to the editor¢63
Marchers give thanks
Thisisa letter from the
berjacks to the community of
we

The Lumberjack was “bashing
timber ind
rin Pegi
recent Se
featuring what he calls “the wacko envi-

Lum. As

ronmental

complete the first season of our

twenty:
< Span

Te wi he yok tn

Lumserennnred oc
can look
forward to better music and more Lum-

Although I feel it is more desirable and
journalistically
ble to get both
=
in forestry-related articles,
tis
than nothing (albeit inconsis-

berjack antics in the future.
March
or die!

dl main ualanain
manager,

ciete
junior, teacher

tent) to run an occasional Earth First!-

sympathetic article amidst a sea of ar- ticles supportive of bi timber.
Imake a distinction
een “timber”

and “big timber” because, con
Dobosh’s unfounded beliefs, Earth

Forester misleading
Barry Dobosh’s Oct. 20 “Slideshow

does not
supports

to
First!

et eeeeey. ee
w

e to protect

long-term environment and job
swallows and regurgitates all of big of our community, suchas the Institute
timber’s bogus arguments.
Dobosh, a. for Sustainable
Forestry and Mendocino
Maxxam/ Pacific Lumber forester, (who
Real Wood Co-op.

pase Paiohapeete bore eteemn a

fails to identify himself as such) claims
a

a

|

industry in The Lumberjack.

t

general

0lic\

Earth First!”

While
’s attack of crude prose
doesn’t deserve the
of my response, I must note that there are countless articles sympathetic to the timber

year, we would like to thank
Wenn
ey hae staff for
over

etter

RRO

AE A nS

a re ~ ORe mee

teeta a ene wee

sponsible oo
the

our

Bese 2 Maxxam _

communi
profit of junk bond-take.

over baron Charles

Furthermore, if Earth First! was

posed to all forestry, we woulda’ be
attending forestry classes, nor would

tionlogger Ernie Pardini have

in our August “Week of outrage
¢ Maxam.”
Sorry, Barry,

ing more than. yin

literary rant is noth-

junior,

Ghent
cal science

Brave new world
Public schools need high-te ch infusion to keep pace with society
By Dirk Rabdau

However, technology isn’t enough to

The issue of public education
has again
been
to the back burner now that
the
voucher initiative has failed.
Foon 174,
While I, too,
the need
to find
solutionsto the problems
imperativ
faced by our schisool
se.
discussed
before the elecItion
Sh
California’s education system with sev-

Pi cciocthaticn weet be prosenasd dot
a

eae

:

this respect,

education
has a

tremendous
advantage in California because of its
ace area
|, OF

eral students who plan to teach either
elementary or secondary school in the
state. Most ofthem have spent time in the
Sanaa
sober terms
upon meinsed
impres

;

Ey

aa

emma

ae
males te

primarily agrarian states

tries specializing
in thousands of areas.

If schools would
te the resources within their own communities
+ Aig capture
the interest of stu-—
ts.

the need for education to take a new
—

direction.

differed on the methodsto
they le
Whi

implement change in the system, all

application of principles from
ato physics, English
to economics.
tage oe
te like those on the col-

agreed education can nolonger remain in
tosocial changes,
avacuum,
in i
an entity

could be createdto

for the

With somany mediacom

and:dnvoltd sisdente in tees induseeies
Apprenticeship
programs and workstudy jobs could be
ded.
extending
to
ts the opportu-

and youth,
interest of the nation’schildren
education
from MTV to videogam
es,has

Vie
com

AibtaeySpeerdlanaiia dey wih tell
you in no uncertain terms: Public education is behind the times, as unhip as the _ of students prepared for neither the job
word “hip” itself.
nor college because they
These futureeducatorsemphasizedthe
have not kept pace with new technoloneed to alter notjust whatis being
taught,
but how the information is deli
This sad fact is not lost on these future
Anyone with a computer and modem
teachers,
who lament at the thought of
can access information banks around the
having to teach with antiquated, or in

obe, converse with people of different
ds and take part in interactive lessons.
However, these techno

landscape of

no!

is concerned.

hopel

some cases without, computers.

schools don ‘t have com
or have
essly outdated models,” he
complained
These statements sound as if they
should be emanating from anywhere but
here. California,
after all, built its reputation as the home of computer technology
in Silicon Valley.

jects student,

Despite these im
e credentials,
thisseems to be lost on our publicschools,
especially those in the inner cities.

“Professors talk about education in
the 21st century,” said one single sub-

are con-

spicuously absent from the

have yet to enter the 1980s as far as tech-

t many high schools

NAFTA will hurt environment
By David Courtland
People who are uncertain about the

ent’s

environmental merits
— or

of them—

notto haveonlysupports
NAFTA
but slobbying
tts
federal border and
not

t is

offices located in California.
Anan ean
arre hee
who

is not important.

pa

‘students is what

counts. It doesn’t take a computer
understand that.
:

to

Rabdau is the editor in chief

California le islators

of lax enforcement of environmental

North American Free Trade

same

nity to taste all that life has to offer,

interest in education will
. Simply
enough education is a
uct.
It has to
be marketed
to make it attractive.
The trick is to
e substance
in a
form that is en’
and en
Whether
thisis attained by
Shakespeare or d
a

is busily tryingto gut

California Environmental Quality
Act isn’t
a heartening recommendation. It lends
credenceto the argument environmental-

and labor regulations.
The notoriously exploitive maquiladoras
factories along the US border discharge

raw sewage into the Rio Grande and spew
pollution into the air at levels that would .
not be allowed on the US side of the
border.
:
In 1992 about four percent of produce
from Mexico had
ticide residues,
twice that of produce raised in the United
States. That difference is important —
about a third of produce consumed in the
US. comes from Mexico. _

ists have made that state and local environ-

mental
laws would have to be challenged
to make NAFTA work.
Wilson is clearly
that
the side

aes

dass hry

ae 4 ayer

dy

n administration
won't be enforceable, overridden
by the trickle-down

ples negotiated
into the treaty by the
oo
eee
one
SNS
Special commissions
organi
resolve disputes
the countries about
differences
in labor and environmental
laws, but treaty nations won’t have to

comply

with laws they consider
tradeve.

Wlison’s
future with NAFTA
If NAFTA should
toes
hear Wilson com
that
and
other California laws are making
it too
difficult for the state’s businessesto

compete with those based in México.
With the 1994 gubernatorial
election

approaching,
loosening environmental
restraints on businesses
will no doubt
become a theme of his re-election cam-

I's ironic that the same governor who

supports
treaty that would send many of those jobs

with
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FOR Sy yNs

er

IMAGEWRITER Il PRINTER,

REWARD! Young male

box cables, new ink cartridge, cat bet Monten ttaat Petts
small printer stand, small roll- - Complex. Two little girls and
computer table, ailin
their mom are broken hearted.
aoe $200 OBO for every
Please call 826-1769.
thing. Individual items, price

Call Mark at 822-

—

Eve & weekends, 826-2071.

MACINTOSH SE, 2 800K
DRIVES.
Under Applecare

since new. Asking $375. Call
826-3259, or can be seen at
Lumberjack Office, NHE basement.

WHITEWATER

KAYAKS—

New starting at $485, used
starting at $295.
Paddles,
lifejackets, sprayskirts, drytops, helmets, etc...highest
quality, lowest prices. Package deals and discounts for
students taking kayaking
classes. Financing available.
826-0110.

SKI SEASON! Are you
Women’sclothingfor sale. Two
Gore-tex ski jackets s/m. and
two pairs of ski
. Interested? Call 826-9443, Wendy.
LOWEST PRICE.
NEW,
GUARANTEED. California
Certified Multi-Pure Water Filters. 0% financing. Rentals.
Free demo. Opportunity for
financial independence. Start

your own business $5. JAY,
822-9268.

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-SPAGHETTI FEED by Phi Delta
Psi
and Big Brothers
Big Sisters of the Northcoast.
Sunday, November 14, 5-8
p.m. at Sunset Elementary
School in Arcata. Tickets are

$5 for adults, $3 for children

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT—make up to $2,000-

YOU CAN PUT YOUR MESSAGE HERE for just $5/25
words or SPECIAL STUDENT
PRICE $2/25 words. Place
yourad at the University Ticket

garage, fenced yard, patio. Pri-

Messages: M-Fday, son Free
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DisEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 12.

LOVELY UPSTAIRS APT. IN
as
| anion pdb

HOUSE FOR RENT: 3bedrm.
1 1/2 bath, quiet. Double car

Verifiable references.

822-9330
for info.

PERSONALS

included. $440/month + deposit. No smokers. 822-8122.

WILL CARETAKE YOUR
PROPERTY. Winter, spring, ?
Board only.
Have —.

very negotiable-call Chester

OPPORTUNITIES

Ba
on bus
route. 2 spacious bedrooms.
Water, garbage & electricity

NOTICES

1989 286 ZENITH COMPUTER AND IBM COMPATIBLE 1993 BROTHER WORD
PROCESSOR-TYPEWRITER
$275/$375
ively. Prices

FOR RENT

pan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages req. For info. call:
ATTENTION CONCERNED
STUDENTS: Participate
in your

college career by using your

3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 miles

for details.

from HSU. Brand new carpet,
paint, woodstove, appliances.
Pets negotiable, student
friendly environment. Available

now.

$595/mo, others also

available. 822-1442
Real Estate. Nofee!

Cargill
1117

NEED SOME SPACE? TIRED
OF JOLLY FOOD? Or just
want to get away? Get your
friends to go in on an apartment off-campus, or rent a

room.
3 bdrm apt: $625.
Rooms: $200-$300.
Super

DO YOU FEEL AS AWOMAN
THAT YOU HAVE BEEN
SEXUALLY HARASSED? As

ROOM IN A 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATH HOUSE IN ARCATA.
Quiet but not boring, ‘in fact,

a woman who's been sexually

sometimes quite an interesting

harassed | would like to talk
with
you
about
your
experience(s) for a research
project. Totally confidential.
Please call 826-4343 or leave

$250/mo, $100 deposit.

household.
Washer/dryer,
large yard. No drugs/smoking.
pets.
6685.

No

Available 1/1/94. 822-

4221 orcome by theA.S. office

STUDENTS: Check out Tricky
Trade on the Art Quad Nov. 812. Adrawing for over 20 great
prizes, including a free workout, an ice chest, and gift certificates for everything from
haircuts to pizzas. Proceeds
benefit the Cyctic Fibrosis
Foundation and Anorexia
Nervosa and Related Disorders. Sponsored by Delta Phi

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Eam
up to $2,000+mo. on Cruise
Ships orLand-Tourcompanies.
World travel. Summer & fulltime employment available. No
exp. necessary. For info call
206-634-0468 ext. C6047.

WANTED
STUDENT OR STAFF COMMERCIAL
MUSHROOM
PICKERS
wanted to be
interviewees for information

table at Fungus Fiar Nov. 14.
Call

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED
AD at the University Ticket Office, NHE, by 4 p.m. Firdays.

Matthew

at 822-7197.

Confidentiality respected.

BIKE TRAILER WANTED.
Minimal 100 Ib. capacity. 4423466, leave message.

Quality Service ¢ Affordable Prices

aftowoon

VW Valve Adjustment
Special.
$21.95
(includes valve cover gaskets)

loaner bikes available

Nofe: your motor must be cold,
please call for appoiniment

822-3770

Expires 11/12/93

Canin & Hobbes by 84 Watferon

” WERE'S ANOTHER
AD WITH
ATTITUDE .

THIS GUN DIONT LIKE HIS
JOB, SO HE SUIT, AND NOwl
WE CLIMBS ROCKS! SEE,
HE'S His OWN MAN! HE
GRABS LIFE BY THE THROAT
AND LIVES ON HIS OWN
TERMS !

Office by 4 p.m.

(206)632-1146 ext. J6047.

student voice. Various committee seats oopen.
Call 822-

clean, large
& quiet. HSU: 15
minutes
by bike, 23 ey
bus. 4854 Valley East.
5491,

Brown's mail slot in the Department of——

teaching basic

vate and great for faculty or
students. 1130A Killdeer
. 839-2604. Bill.

under 12. Half of the proceeds
will go to Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Northcoast. Come
join us!

your name and number in Pam

$4,000+/mo.

conversational English in Ja-

SERVICES
MASSAGE.

Enicy

COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects. Affordable, flexible,
reliable.
We write custom
“dBase” programs for your
special school and business
needs, without buying software.
826-2968- Sway.
178

HENDERSON
STREET
WORD PROCESSING, for all
yourtyping needs. Phone (707)
443-6128.

aie

THRILLS
IS STUDYING IN THE LIBRARY PUTTTING YOU TO
SLEEP? Then come by the
Student Coffeehouse in the
Depot and listen to the P.M.
Jazz Band. They’re RAD!
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
13—Center Activities presents
the Third Annual Run for the
Boats Biathlon! This recreational event includes a 3.9
mile run in the Arcata Bottoms
and a3 mile paddle on the Mad
River Slough

in any kind

craft. Teams are encouraged

to sign up and boat rentals are
available. Race timeis 11 a.m.
with registration at 9 a.m. Preregister at Center Activities,
826-3357. Lots of prizes and

CLUBS

TUESDAY
EVENING
REPORT
NOV. 16
7 p.m.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HUMBOLDT COUNTY
Tape replay
at 9 & 1 1p.m.

Produced by
HSU journalism students

alae ya

&

ORGANIZATIONS

Benge ae

ee

GRO

’ 4-

6p.m. Muoniiaaitieeee

ing and enhancing the Vegan
wayof living. Believed to be
the safest way to live on earth

RAISE
$1,000
ONE

UP

TO

IN JUST
WEEK!

For

your fratemity, sorority &
Club. Plus $1,000 for
yourselfl And a FREETSHIRT
just for calling. 1-

prioawil

Service

of

gift certificates! Transportation
provided
is
from campus,

in

Teel

your own

MASSAGE.
your own
home (if desired).
Student/
senior discounts. Mention this
ad and receive 1/2 off your first
massage. Michael, 826-1924.
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tionis available at 4451973.

Sunday14
Music

Sel rain

*They must include the full address of the event, a contact person and phone number.

eltems are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to fit available space.

*Publication
te not

Wednesday10

7 p.m. in Nelson Halt West

232. More information is
available at 826-3341.

Art
*Paintings: HSU student
David Piri will exhibit his
artwork at Ramone’s Bakery
in Arcata. More information
is available at 826-9000.
*Lithography and Draw-

ing: Student Katherine
- McDowell will exhibit her —
work in the Karshner

Lounge. Gallery hours are
8 a.m. to 11 p.m. More
information is available at

826-4149.
*Photography: Student
photographer
Anthony
Darosa will

Duzer Theater,8

-

exhibit his
photos in the
Karshner
Lounge. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 11 p.m. More
information is available at

826-4149.

Thursday11
Theater
ConterAris presents:
NAA KAHIDI Theater
members
of Alaska’s Tlingit
tribe, presenting traditional

native tales in “Fires on the
Water,” 7 p.m. in John Van
Duzer Theater. More
information
is available at
826-3928.
eHSU Theater Department
preeents: “Taking Leave,”
the second original fulllength
play in its New
Play Season series.
play focus on a
's traditional
beliefs
and her
journey towards
liberating
her past. Tickets
are $5 general admission,

$2.50 for students
with
Thursday
being special
student
doliar night. Senior
citizens admitted free.
—
_ Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
More information
is available at 826-3566.

Et Cetera
Sears Sonne

einbon

Guest Speaker from
Amsterdam: Andre
Gunder Frank, Professor of
development economic and
social science at the
University of Amsterdam
will discuss the present
“World Crisis,” 1 p.m. in
Kate Buchanan Room.
More information is available at 826-3139.

Fri

available at 668-5663.

eJewish Arts Workshop:
Incorporating mediation, art
and writing activities will be

*Edgar Winter: The Matee!
Community Center presents
rock performer Edgar .

the topic of “Creating from
the Source: Jewish Arts —
and the Kabbalah.” This
workshop is being offered at
Temple Beth El, Hodgson
and T Streets in Eureka.

Winter to headiine its
annual Harvest Ball. More
information is available at

923-3368.
“Faculty Series: Flutist
Betsy Crone and Willlam
Crone, trombone, perform
in Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8
p.m. More information is
available at 826-3531.

More information is available at 826-0287.
- eHomelessness
Fest:
Y.ES.,
( Homelessness
Network
presents all-youcan-eat Southern
Red Beans and Rice
Fest in Goodwin Forum,
Nelson Hall East, 7 to 10
p.m. More information is
available at 826-3367.

. and the Cadillacsat

eWind Ensembie: HSU

Brahmas in McKinleyville.

Department of Music

More information is available at 839-1400.
Live Music: immortal

presents the Humboidt
Wind Ensembie in concert
at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall. More information is available at 8263531.
eLive Country Music:
Country Fever at Brahmas
in McKinleyville. More
information is available at
839-1400.
*Live Music: The
Widdershins at Eli’s in Old
Town Eureka. Shows starts
at 9 p.m. More information
is available at 441-0318.
Live from San Francisco:
Hobo with Panjea at

Humboidt Brewery in
Arcata. Show starts at 9:30
p.m. More information is
available at 822-2739.

*Baroque Violin: Humboldt
Cultural Center presents its
Friday Night Concert
Series with Rob Diggins, 8
:15 p.m. More information is
available at 442-0278.

Theater

Et Cetera

Music

Live Music: Johnny Ray

Music

Support at Eli’s in Old
Town Eureka. More information is available at 4419318.

|

8 p.m. in the John Van
Duzer Theatre.

More

information
is available at
826-3928.

Et Cetera
Career

|

Events: Resume

Writing Techniques, noon
in Nelson
Hall West 232.
More information
is available at 826-3341.

sHebrew Language
Classes:
Temple Beth El is
offering
four Tuesday
evening classes on intermediate Hebrew. Classes are
located
at Hodgson and T
Streets
in Eureka. More
information is available at
826-0287.

Remember

. Sport
Football: Lumberjacks at
Chico State, 7 p.m. More
information is available at

p.m.

More information is available at 826-3531.

coffee while listeningto
Jazz at El’s in Old Town |
Eureka. More information is
available at 441-0318.

Music
Live

Jazz: Chicago
Jazz
trio Jan Robert at the
Jambalaya, 9 p.m. More
information is available at

822-4766.
*Student Recital: HSU’s
Department of Music
presents an evening of
student recitals, 8 p.m. in

Fulkerson Hall. More
information is available at

826-3531.

Et Cetera
e Sleep-Out: Y.E.S.,
Homelessness Network
presents
a sleep-out on the

the men
. and

women
of the
Armed Forces this
Thursdayon
Veterans Day.
More information
on local events
and activitiesis
availableby
contacting
the
Veterans Center at
305 V Street,
Eureka,
or by
Calling 444-8271.

|

Storytelling: Dell’ Arie
presents
Peter Buckley’s

lnsteadof
tl
Aiea
calender from rebel caray Scopyhrcaan
oe
oe

ae

il
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6th & H « Arcata

iGROUP SPECIAL]
2-TOPPING
DARTY
PIZZA

822-7602

MONDAY NIGHT § Any a
IS
COMBINATION
SPORT NITE!

| (26 .

_ 2 Pitchers of Soda

IBig
ScreenT.Vj

| a

:

During All Games!

ire

OD

PIZZA
$1.00 Off Small Pizza
$2.00 Off Medium Pizza
$3.00 Off Large or X-L

Hann

TTT TT
INCLUDING
|

HOLIDAYS

Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 em

Fri & Sat: Noon to | am.

